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The analysis of a two hinged circular arch structure, 
while not particularly complex, follows a lengthy procedure. 
The idea of utilization of the electronic computer to analyze 
such structures was conceived by Professor A. A. Orr of the 
School of Architecture at Oklahoma State University, and 
formalized into a research project by him. The author had 
the fortunate experience to work under Professor Orr as a 
Graduate Assistant for a portion of the project, and this 
thesis is an attempt to enumerate and expand upon the re-
search study. 
I wish to express my appreciation to the following per-
sons who gave of their talent and understanding, both when 
I was a resident graduate student at the University and dur-
ing the course of completion of this thesis since leaving 
the campus: 
To Professor Orr 9 whose technical ability and counsel-
ing made the period of study rewarding academically and per-
sonally. 
To Professor F. Cuthbert Salmon, Head of the School of 
Architecture, whose encouragement and cooperation made it 
possible for the Graduate Assistantship I was awarded during 
my resident work. 
To Professor Emeritus Raymond Eo Means, whose knowledge 
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and adv1ee dur1ng my undergraduate studies was instrumental 
in the seeking of advanced study. 
To my wife, Anne, and our fine children, who were pat-
ient and encouraging to the pursuit of this work although 
ofte~ denied a normal home life. 
To my late father, John o. Bradley, Architect, and to 
my mother, whose consultation and advice were always avail-
able. 
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Angle of inclination of the arch axis at the hi?1ge. 
Angle of inclination of the arch axis at any point. 
Angle of inel1nat1on of the arch axis at the point 
of concentrated load. 
Span of the arch. 
Radius of the arch. 
Rise or the arch. 
Any1 point on the arch axis measured hor1zontall7 from 
the hinge. 
Any point on the arch axis measured vert1call7 from 
the hinge. 
Horizontal distance from any" point on the arch axis 






Bending moment at any point on the arch axis due to 
given loads and vertical reactions only. 
Bending moment at any point on the arch axis due to 
given loads and reactions. 
Shear at any point on the arch axis defin~d by the 
position angle a. 
Thrust at any point on the arch axis defined by the 
position angle 8. 













Horizontal and vertical deflections. 
Modulus of elasticity. 
Moment of inertia. 
Depth of the arch section. 
Differential position angle. 




Denominator, horizontal :reaction equat1on. 




This thesis deals with the analysis or two hinged o1r• 
cular arch structures or constant oross seet1on and radius. 
For values of an angle~ in the range or 30° to 45° as shown 
1n Figure 1, analyses were made for dead load, concentrated 




The electronic co~puter was utilized to make calcula-
tions of data, which was then ·tabulated. 
Initially, it was necessary to write out reaction and 
1 
moment equations, the derivations of which are shown in 
Appendix A. These equations were converted to computer 
machine language and arranged in the proper sequence for 
calculations. Data for reaction and moment coefficients 
originally was fed from the computer in eight si~1f1cant 
digits, but rounded off for tabulation. Constants (w, a 
2 
and P) were factored from equations prior to machine calcu-
lations, and are shown as multipliers in the tables of coef-
ficients. It will be noted 1n the example problems 1n Chap-
ter III that for design purposes, once the geometry of the 
structure is exac'tly defined, the coefficients may be round.ed 
off to three or four places and result in sufficient accuracy. 
1. Shear an§ Thr~st 












Partial Structure for Shear and Thrust 
B 
3 
dent on the values of horizontal and vertical reactions. 
Derivation of shear' and thrust equations for the full live 
load oond1t1on ls as illustrated below (derivations for the 
other loading cond1t1ons are s1m1lar). 
From ,Figure 2, at any point, c, on the arch axis, there 
a:re "f~ee·Idiagrams: 
s • (VL - wx)Cosf3 




T'• (VL .. wx)S1nf3 
Arch Axis 
from which 
s8 = S - S' = (VL - wx)CosB ~ HS1nB 
Te.= T + T' = (VL - wx)S1nll + HCose 
2, Load Conditions and General Eguatiopg 
The figures that follow 1nd1oate the particular loading 
conditions, geometry of the structure, and equations for 
:reactions, moment, and shear and thrust~ The use of the 
tabulated coefficients is based on selection Of the angle~ 
1wi thin the range of 30° to 45~. It is possible to use the 
·equations directly for any value of~ that w1ll follow from 
1a given span and rise. The vertical reactions are obtained 
:from simple statics. Derivation of the h()l-1.zontal reaet1on 
(equations ls shown in Appendix A. 
L 
Flgure .3 
Case I: Dead Load 
a, Geometrz 
L = 2RS1ncp 
Total Arc Length• 2Rcp 
Partial Arc Length= R(cp - ~ 
x = B.(S1ncp - S1n8) 
1 = R(Cose - Coscp) 
_ (Cose - COS(l) ~ 
X = R\ cp _ e - S1n~ , e.g. 
b. Reactions 





VL = VB. = wRcp 
jCos(l)(2S1nc;> -
H = 2wR [ 
2cpCoscp - cp2S1mp) - t + S1!f;OS! + ;Sin' 
c. Moments 
M = VLx - Hy - wR(cp - 8)x 
d. Shear and Thrust 
Sa = ~L - wH (q, - 8] CosS - HS1nf3 
Te= ~L - wR(cp - s] S1nS + BCose 
L 
Figure 4 
Case II: Concentrated Load 
a. Geometrz 
L = 2RSinqi, 
xl = R(S1ncp - Sina) 
- x2 = R(S1nq, - Sina.) 
b. Reaction@ 
11 • R(CosS ~ Coacp) 
V • P(L - x2) = P @RS1ncp - R(S1ncp - S1D4] • P(S1ncp + S1na.) 
L L 2RS1nq, 2S1nq1> 
Px2 PR(Sinq, - S1na.) P(S1ncp - S1na.) 
V =-= •------R L 2RS1ncp 2S1nq, 
S1n2cp 
2 -H. PJcos•(aS1!l<l + Cosa - ~Sinq, - cos•)+ 
L - cp - JS1ncpCoscp + 2•Cos2q, 
c. Moment·s 
(l) 6 ::::o:: M = VLxl - H11, 




(.3) f3 <'..q,: M = VRxl - H:,1 
d. Shear and 'J.'hrust 
(1) f3~ o:: Sf3 1111 PCosf3 ts1n:s~i!1?l(1) ,. HS1nf3 
Ta• PS1ne(Sincp +Sina)+ HCose 
,.. 2S1nq, 
(2) a~a: Sa• PCosa(S1nq> + S1na - 1) - as1na 
,.. 2S1nq, 
/S1mp + Sina \ 
Tf3 • PS1nf3 \ 251ncp - 1/ + HCosf3 







Case III: Full Live Load 
a. Geometr:y: 
L = 2B.S1ncp 
x = R(S1nq, - S1n8) 
y = R(Cos~ - Cose} 
b. Reactions 






B [4S1n3~ + JcpCoscp(l - 2S1n2cp) - JSin~Cos 2~l 
qi - JSin~Coscp + 2cpCos2cp j 
c. Moments 
wx2 
M = V X -L Hy - 2 
d. Shear and Thrust 
ss = wRSinSCosS HSinS 










case IV: Drift Load 
a .• Geometry 
L = 2RSincp 
X = R(Sincp - SinS) 










(1) Left Side: 
(2) Right Side: 
d. Shear and Thrust 
(1) Left Side: 
(2) Right Side: 
5 = wRS1nc:pCosa _ HSin$ $ 4 
T p wRS1nq,S1l'lS + HCose 
f3 4 
Se ::i; wRCos~ (stna -
Ta• wRS1n$ ~1n8 -
Sliup) HS1nf) 4 .. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
SAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOB CONCENTRATED LOAD 
The program for the concentrated load will be used as 
an 1llustrat1on of the machine language equat1Qns and their 
corresponding meanings. Caleulations were made b7 the com-
puter 1n response to the listed statements and equations tor 
the tabulated coeff1c1ents. Data cards for yalues of the 
angle~. 1n radians, from 30° to 45° were fed into the ma-
chine. Statements were set up so that cycling to the next 
angle was automatic once calculations were complete for a 
particular angle. 
The angles~'~ and 9 are 1nd1oated on the eard 11st1ng 
as A, D and B, respectively. The first oolwan is the state-
ment number and the second coluD1111s a cont1nuat1on nwaber 
for equations too lengthy to be punched on one data card. 
It 1s noted that the equation ror the horizontal reaet1on 
(statement l)) required two oont1n'W;lt1on cards. 
It should be noted that statement 1, differs slightly 
from the corresponding der1Tat1on as shown in Appendix A. 
The derived equation was aod1f1ed for s1apl1f1cat1on of 0011-
puter programming, although the value of each equation is 
exactl7 the same. 
9 
Statement 
l O Head,A 
2 O Punch,A 
3 0 SA= SinF(A) 
4 0 CA= CosF(A) 
5 0 D = A 
6 0 D • D - .l*A 
7 0 SD= S1nF(D) 
8 0 CD= CosF(D) 
9 0 VL =(SA+ SD)/(2.*SA) 
10 0 Punch,VL 
11 0 VB= (SA - SD)/{2.*SA) 
Significance 
Head q:, (in radians) 
Record q:, 
S1nq:, = Sin function of q:, 
Cosq:, = Cos function of q:, 
(l = Cl - • lq, 
Sin.ex= Sin function of« 
Cosa = Cos function of« 
S1nq, + Sin.ex 
VL == -------2S1ntp 
S1nq> - Sina 
VR = 2S1ntp 
12 o Punch, VR Record Va 
_....-,--··_~_-_ .. 
13 0 HP= (4.*9A*(CD + D*SD - CA - A*SA) -(2 H =~Cosq:,(Cos<1 + aS1na. - Cosq:, - q,S1nq>} - 2 
13 1 .*SD**2.) + (2.*SA**2. ))/2.*(6.* S1n2« + 2S1~2!J/E(6 
lJ 2 A - 6.*SA*CA - 4.*A*SA**2.} • - 6S1nq:,Cosq:, - 4q,Sin2q:,TI 
10 
Statement 
14 0 Punch,HP 
15 0 B•A 
16 0 B•B- .l*A 
17 0 SB= Si~(B) 
:t8 0 CB= CosF(B} 
19 0 BML • (VL*(SA - SB)} -
20 0 Punch,BIIL 
21 0 X • D-- B 
22 0 If'(X}l6,2J,2J 
2) 0 B • B • .l*A 
24 0 SB·• Sln.F{B) 
25 0 CB• CosF(B} 
(HP*(CB - CA)) 
26 0 BMR • {VL*(SA - SB}) - (HP*(CB - CA)) -
26 1 ((SA - SB) - (SA - SD}) 
Significance 
Record H 
ts - q, 
8 • B - .lq, 
S1nfl = Sin :fl;m.Qt1011 of fl 
Co11f) = C<>s. _:function o:f fJ 
Moment from 9 • ' to a· .·-ci .. 
• VL ( Slncp - . S1~ll'J. :- H ( CosJ - Cosci) 
Record the· above·aoment 
X•u-11 
It X is nep ti ve ( e > ci), re-c7cle to 
statement 16 · 
It X i.s ~ero (~•ex), go to statement 2) 
.,..it X 1s positive (t'<ci), go to statement 2) 
.. 
fl - " - .lq, 
S1DS = Sin function of a 
coal!)• Cos function or a 
Moment from S • ex to a= o 
• VL{Sincp - Sin$) - H(Cosa - Cos•> ·-








29 0 B = A 
JO O B = B - .l*A 
31 0 SB• SinF{B) 
J2 0 CB= CosF{B) 
33 G BMRB = (VR*{SA - SB)) - (HP*(CB· - CA)} 
J4 0 Puneh,BMRR 
35 0 If(B}J6,J6,JO 
J6 0 If(D)J?,37,6 
J7 O Continue 
Sig.\. f 1cag.oe 
Record the above moment 
If a is negative, go to statement 29 
If a is ;ero, go to s~atement 29. 
If a is positive, re-cycle to statement 23 
a • • 
a == " - .1 •.. 
Sina= S1n function of~ 
Cose= Cos function of e 
Moment on unloaded side, B =•to S = 01 
= Va(S1n~ - S1n~) - H(Cosa - Cosq,) 
Record the above moment 
If J is negative, go to statement 36 
If' .t,·. is zero, go to statement )6 
If Sis positive, re-cycle to statement JO 
It a. is negative., go to statement J7 
If tt is zero, go to statement J? 
If a. 1s positive, re-cycle to statement 6 





Coaputer has completed caloulat1o.ns for 
all yalues ot • froa )0° to 45° 
Reaction and moment coeff1c1ents are 11stedbelow as an 
example or computer calculations. All caleulat1oiis are baaed 
on points on the arch a:x:1s· that coi-respond to angle 1ncre-
11ents in tenths or•· The last two digits 111 the·coeff1c1ent 
colW111 establ1sh· the deoimal. '.rbe·part1cular 11st1ng is for 
the ease ot q> • to )0° with the load at <r.·••0.7 • (refer to 
Table I-Bin Appendix B). 
9 ~ 10 ti 
y, 1 
Figure 7 




























= 0.,52359880 ~ad1ans 
• o.8.58J6798 
VR/P ~ 0.14163206 
H/P = 0.6J4J033.5 
M1/PRxlO-J = 2J.647466 
M2/PRxlO-J = 49.912142 
M.,/FRxl0-.3 1111 78.722040 
M4/PBxlO-J • 60.647220 
M.5/PRxl0-.'.3 • 44.l059JO 
M6/P:ax10•3 • 29.l4JS00 
M7/PRxlo-J • l,5.800960 
M8/PBxl0-3 = 4.1148500 
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CHAPTER III 
ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The utilization of the tabulated data 1s based on select-
ing an angle~ within the range of J0° tQ 4SQ after establish• 
1ng a desired span. Values of the radiu~ and he1ghth of the 
arch structure are dependent on this angle and span. For a 
constant radius, h varies as~ and L var1. 
Figure 8 
Variation of Rise w1th Span and Central Angle 
1. Example A 
Assume a two hinged arch or constant cross section and 
16 
radius as shown in Figure 9. For purposes of determ1ning 
maximum shear and thrust as well as maximum moment, the arch 
will be anal7zed for dead load plus fl.111 live load, and for 
dead load plus drift load. 
l l I I I I I• 
I I I I• 
H VL t 
L 
F1g,.2re 9 
Full Live Load and Dr1ft Load Conditions 
a, Geometry and Load1ng 
Arch spacing@ JO feet o.c. 
Dead load@ 10 psf: w = 10 x JO= 0.3 k/tt 
Live load@ JO psf: w = JO x JO• 0.9 k/ft 
Span L = 120 feet 
cp = 35° 
S1ncp • 0.573576 
L = 2RSinq, 
L' 120 
R = 2S1l1l'P = 2(0 •573576) • 104.606887 feet 
Jh 
17 
4h2 + L2 
R = = 104.606887 8h 
4h2 - e36.s55096 h + 14400 • o, quadratic in h 
h = 
-
- <- a36.a55096> ± Jca36.a55096>2 - 4(4)14400 
2(4) 
836.8,55096 ± ,.J 469926.451701 
8 
= 836.85.5096 - 685.511817 = 1.51.J43279 
8 8 
=- 18.917910 feet 
For purposes of fabr1oat1on, complete aeou.x-acy 1n the 
above calculations is required. The same calculations per-
formed using a slide rule are as follows: 
R = L 120 104 6 f t 2S1ncp = 2(0.573576) • · • ee 
4h2 - 837 h + 14400 • 0 
h • - c- a,1> ± Jca,1>2 - 4(4)14400 
2(4) 
837 :t N 470000 837 t 687 1.50 
= - -8 8 8 
• 18. 75 feet 
18 
The difference in the two radius values is sl1ght, but 
there is a discrepancy of approximatel7 two 1~ohes 1n the two 
calculations for the rise. For calculation.s that follow, 
slide rule accurac1 1s sufficient and values for Rand h ma7 
be rounded off. 
b. Reactions (refer to Table VI-A, Appendix B) 
Dead+ Full Live Load: 
VL • VR = o.61087(0.J)l04.6l + o.57358(0.9)104.61 
= 19.2 + 54.o • 73.2 k 
H = 0.928J9(0.J)l04.6l + 0.89654(0.9)104.61 
= 29.2 + 84.5 = 113.7 k 
Dead+ Drift Load: 
VL :a o.61087(0.J)l04.61 + 0.14J40(0.9)104.6l 
• 19.2 + 13.5 • 32.7 k 
vR • o.61oa7co.3)104.61 + o.4301e(o.9)104.61 
= 19.2 + 40.5 • 59.7 k 
H = 0.928J9(0.J)l04.6l + 0.44827(0.9)104.61 
= 29.2 + 42.J • 71.5 k 
c, Moments 
Dead Load Multiplier• wR2 x 10-3 
= 0.3(104.61)210·; = J.28 k-ft 
Live and Drift Load Multiplier= wR2 x 10-) 
= 0.9(104.61)210-, = 9.a, k-ft 
19 
The moment coefficients from Table VI•A tor the various 
points on the arch axis, times the above multipliers, can be 
tabulated for final moment values, either maximum positive 
or negative, in k1p ... feet: 







































-28 • .50 
-20.00 
Drift Lofd µ 





-198 • .50 

































For concrete design, maximum and minimum positive mo-
ments and maximum and minimum negative moments can be readily 
20 
determined from the above tabulation. 
d. Shear and Thrust 
The greatest shearing stress will be tound at one of the 
supports under the particular loading condition that produees 
the largest reaction values, which in this example 1s the 
dead plus full live load condition. The shear calculations 
are made separatel7 for dead load and live load and added 
for the total shear value. 
Dead Load (refer to Case I, page 4): 
VL = 19.2 k 
H = 29.2 k 
• = ~ = 35° • o.610866 radians 
Sin•= Sina• o.573576 
Cos•= Cos~= 0.819152 
Sa= ~L - wB(• - $~Cos$ - HS1n& 
' t 
= 19.2(0.819152) - 29.2(0.57J576 
• 15.72 - 16.72 • - 1.0 k 
Live LQad (refer to Case III, page 6); 
H = 84.5 k 
s$ • wRS1n$Cosa - HS1na 
= o.9(104.61)0.573576(0.s19152) - 84.5(0.573576) 
= 44.1 - 48.4 = - 4.J k 
Total S = - 1.0 - 4.J = - 5.3 k $ . 
Thrust would be computed at the point or maximum moment 
and the combined bending,and axial stress checked at that 
point. Maxisum moment occurs under the dead plus drift load 
21 
condition at point Son the arch axis. S~parate caloulat1ons 
are made for the dead and drift load 1nfluences a~d added for 
the total thrust. 
Dead Load (refer to Case I, page 4): 
VL • 19.2 k 
H • 29.2 k 
~ • o.610866 radians 
~ = o.s. • 17.5° = O.JOS4JJ radians 
Sin~== 0.300706 
Cose• 0.953717 
T13 • (!L - wR(q, - 13] S1n1J + HCos9 
== ~9.2 - O.J(l04.6l)(0.610866 - O.JOS4JJ] 0.300706 
+ 29.2(0.953717) 
Drift Load (refer to Case IV, page 7); 
H = 42.J k 




• 4.1 + 40.J • 44.4 k 
Total T$ • J0.7 + 44.4 • 75.1 k 
2, Example B 
+ 42.3(0.953717) 
This example w111 illustrate use of the tables for eon-
centrated load as well as dead load. Assume a~ arch loaded 
as shown in Figure 10. 
a. Geometry and Load\pg 
Arch spacing@ 20 feet o.c. 
L 
Figure 10 
Concentrated Load Cond1t1on 
Dead load C 10 psf: w = 10 x 20 • 0.2 t/f~ 
Assume P of 10 k placed a.t « • o.6(1) 
Span L • 80,feet 
q, = 42° 
S1ncp = o.669131 
Cosq, = 0.74314.5 
a= 2.5.2° 
S1l'la = 0.42.5779 
Coscr = 0.904827 
L = 2B.S1nq, 






4h2 - 478.2:32216 h + ··6400 • o, quadratic 1n h 
- c- 47e.2:,2216) : Jc41a.232216>2 ~ 4(4)6400 
h = 2(4) 
22 
478.232216 ~ 355.39.5628 
8 
122.8~6~88 . ·• ~ ; 
8 
= 15.354574 feet 
For the equations to locate exact load coord111B.tes, re-
fer to Case II, page .5. 
x = R(S1ncp - S1na;) 
2 
= 59.779027(0.669131 - o.42S779) 
• 14.547)46 feet 
y2 • R(Costt - Cos•) 
= .59.779027(0.904827 - 0.74314.5) 
• 9.66.5193 feet 
Slide rule accuracy 1s sufficient tor the remaining cal-
culations. Note that values for Rand hare rounded orr. 
b. Reactions (refer to Table XIII-A tor dead load and to 
Table XIII-B for concentrated load, Appendix 
B) 
vL = 0.73304(0.2)59.75 + o.e1a16(10) 
= 8.8 + 8.2 = 17.0 k 
va = o.7JJ04(0.2)59.7a + o.1a1a4ClO) 
= 8.8 + 1.8 • 10.6 k 
H = o.89633(0.2).59.71 + o • .5.5057(10) 
= 10.7 + s.s = 16.2 k 
c, Moments 
24 
Dead Load Mult1pl1er • w-a2 x 10-3 
• 0.2(59.78)210·.3 • 0.72 k-tt 
Concentrated Load Multiplier• PB x 10-3 
• 1ocs9.7e)10-, • 0.60 k-rt 
The moment coetf1c1ents from 'fables XIII-A and XIII-B 
for the various points on the arch ax1s, times the respective 
mult1pl1er, canbe tabulated for f1nal 11omeut values, either 
'• . 




















































































d, Shear and Thru1t 
Shear calculations are made separately ror dead load and 
concentrated load and added for the total shear value. 
Dead Load (refer to Case I, page 4); 
VL = 8.8 k 
H = 10.7 k 
i 
~ • ~ = 42° = 0.733039 radians 
S1nq:, = S1na- = 0.669131 
cos•= Coss• 0.74:,145 
SS • ~L - wR(~ - ~~ CosS • BS1nJ 
• 8.8(0.74)145) - 10.7(0.6691)1) 
= 6.5 - 7.2 = - 0.7 k 
Concentrated Load (refer to Case II, page S); 
B = 5.5 k 
Sina• o.425779 
S = PCos S /_Sin,;p + SlnaJ • HS1n~ 
S \ 2S1nq, I 
• 1oco.743145)@·669131 + 0 • 4257791 ... s.sco.6691:,1> 
[ 2(0.6691)1) J 
• 6.1 - 3.7 = 2.4 k 
Totals~• - 0.7 + 2.4 = 1.7 k 
The point of maximum moment as tabulated above 1s at 
point 4 on the arch axis which co1ne1des w-t:tn- 0,tb;Et p,QA.-Jll Of 
appl1oat1on of the concentrated load. Separate eal~ulat1ons 
26 
are made ror the dead and oo•ceatrated load 1atluenoes and 
added tor the total thrust. 
Dead Load (refer to Case I, pag49 4): 
vL • a.a k 
B .• 10.7 k 
J • « • 25.2• • o.4)9823 radlans 
· S1nl' = S1nct • o.42.S779 
Cos, a Cos«• 0.904827. 
T8 • {!L - wB(• • ,}] Sid + Heese, 
• @.a - o.2c59.1a>co.733039 - o.439s23] o.42.5779 
.. + 10.7(0.904827) 
Concentrated Load (liefer to case II, page 5): 
H • 5.5 k 
T . • PS1•fJ(81Dl'P + Sln«) + HCoslJ 
' · 2S1m, 
• 1oco.42s119> ~- 66' 1' 1 + ~·-2211tt + s.5 co.904s21> 
· [ 2(0.6691)1) ] · 
• ,.s + s.o •a.st 
Total T' • 12.0 + a.s • 20.s t 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMlBI AND -CONG.LUSIONS 
A method of anal7s1s of two hinged circular arches of 
constant cross section and radius, based on the position 
angle of the hinges, is presented. Caleulations of reaction 
and moment coefficients have been made b7 eleotron1o computer 
for dead load, concentrated load, full 11ve load and drift 
or snow load. Utilization or the tabulated coefficients for 
design is based on selection of the hinge position angle in 
the range from 30° to 4S 0 after establishing a desired span. 
The major problem in anal7sis of a two hinged arch 1s 
determination and evaluation of the horizontal reaction 
equation. The vertical reactions are written and evaluated 
b7 statics. The derivation of horizontal reaction equations 
for the various loading conditions 1s as shown in Appendix 
A. In addition, there are summar7 pages that list geometry, 
reaotion, moment, shear and thrust equations tor the indivi-
dual load conditions on pages 4-8 of Chapter I. 
l. Suggestions for Future Study 
It is intended that the material in this study be of 
practical aid to the structural designer. Further study and 
research is needed, however, in wind load anal7s1s which 
often, 1n combination with dead load, governs in structural 
27 
28 
design. '!'he concept of bor1zontal w1ad loa41ng on a curved 
member 1s not suff1e1ently exact, 1n that stach meabers may 
be subJeoted to normal pressure and suction forces due to 
wind rather than pve horizoutal. to:rcea. 
It would be advantageous to incl11de progra•1ag equat10llS 
that would establish x and y coo~d1nates for the T&~1ous 
points on the arch axis. This could be done, to~ example, 
with appropriate equations inserted between statements 17. 
and 18 in the card listing for conoentrated load on page ll 
in. Cb.apter II. Cons1derat1on could be g1Ten to graphing ot 
the tabulated moment coetf1o1ents. Graphs or aoment 41agraas 
often present a clearer picture ot struotUl'&l aot1on 1U1der 
load than tabulated data. 
1. 
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This appendix sets out the derivation of the horizontal 
reaction equations of a statically indetermi?1S.te two hinged 
arch. The vertical reactions of such a structure are readily 
determined by statics. Once the reactions, both horizontal 
and vertical, are determined, the arch may be analyzed at 
any point for moment, shear and thrust. Tb.e shape of the 
arch is of constant cross section and constant circular rad-
ius. 
The theory of determining the horizontal reaction equa-
tion is based on the strain or deformation of the arch. 
When a structure 1s loaded, it acquires strain energy that 
is stored 1n the stressed member or members. This strain 
energy 1s known in various other terminology as elastic 
energy or potential energy of deformation. Stress within 
the elastic limit is implied, and therefore the strain energy 
is equal to the work done by the external forces 1n producing 
the stress, and is recoverable upon release of the external 
forces. 
Assume a two hinged a.rob as shown in Figure 11. When 
loads are applied to the structure, it will assume a deform-
ed or strained shape. At the hinges, neglecting displace-
30 
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Assumed Deformed Shape Under Load 
ment of supports, there will be no horizontal or vertical 
deflection, but the end tangents at A and B do not remain 
the same after as before load. There 1s a change 1n slope 
of each element ds of the areh as the end points rotate to 
Jl 
a certain degree about the hinge. Deter•ill8tion of an equa-
tion for the change in slope or the element ds as the arch 
is deformed is the basis for the derivation of the horizon-
tal reaction equation. 
I 
Consider an arch as shown 1n Figure 12, hinged at one 
end A, and supported by a roller at end B. As loads are 
applied to the areh, it would assume the shape AB 1 , with a 









Horizontal Deflection of Roller Support 
It a horizontal toree B were applied at B' of sufficient 
magnitude, the displaced end of' the arQh would be returned to 
its OF,ginal position at Band Ax would equal zero, the arcQ 
~:" .·. 
assuming the strained or deformed shape as s~own in ,igure 
11. This is tne cond1t1on at each hinge support or a tw~ 
hinged arch as the horizontal reactious prevent displacement, 
Ax being equal to zero. 
Assumptions 
In determination or the basic equation tor H, the der1-
yat1on that follows 1s based on the following cond1t1ons and/ 
or assumptions: 
1., The arch is or constant cross section and homogene-
ous material (EI• a constant), and or a c9nstant 
circular radius. 
2. The material of the arch confo?'lls to Hooke's Iaw, 
stating that stress 1s p:roport1oiia.l to stPa1n, and 
that all deformation and stress 11 w1th1~ the elas-
tic limit. 
J. 'l'he basic equation tor H neglects influences due to 
change or temperature, d1splacement ot supports, or 
shortening ot the center-line or the arch due to 
longitudinal compression. 
4. The radius ot CIU'Tature R is large as compared to 
the depth or the cross section, 4. Tlle ratio· B/4 
equal to or greater than ten allows adapting the 
ord1nar, flexure theory of stra1ght beams to the 
cvyed. , 1eot1on (l). · The ne1atral- axis and the cen-
troid.,. of' the 0 aroh -colnc1cle 1• pw,e ben.41q, aud, the 
,neutral'.ax1a doee netdisplaoe,from 1t, or1giim.l 
poe1t1on when,the,al't)b 11-d.eroraet. -In the-e,-ryed 
.be«ta'the,;try:; the neutral1u1s does tisplace u:nd.e:r 
Aeformat1011 relatiY~L to eentroid, b11t the B/d· rat1o 
1s in 'the rauige approaching or lees tbanox,.e. 
Deformation or a Plane Element 
1'1 F1pre-,lJ, ,GBEF' 1tepr•eents aa .eJ.eaeat 0·,ef' aa aron.. ds 
in length, whose end :f'lloes CD and FE are DerDendioular to 
- -
tangents at N and N' ,Jthe nautral axis or the element. E.x-




i'JJ:O ,~1~ 6«-®. lil.Hle$, 
--
tangent at N' 
...L to EF 
tangent at H' 
...L.·· ti>_· Ofl ; 
When a load is applied, moments are 1ndueed on the arch 
element causing relative movement of CD and FE due to bend-
J4 
ing and a resulting change in angle of the two faces. This 
angle change can be represented by t,dcp and a new position of 
FE by GH. At a distance y from the neutral axis NN 1 , there 
will be a change in the element fiber length equal to y6dq,. 
This value represents the elongation or strain of the fiberp 
so that the unit strain or unit e longation will be equal to 
"f.A__dcp 
ds • From Hooke
1 s Law, unit stress is proportional to unit 
s trainp E being constantp and the corresponding stress per 
unit area will be f = E yt,dcp ds 0 If dA represents a differen= 
tial area of the cross section 9 the moment M on the cross 
section 1s equal to ~FfydA, and substituting the value of 
( F 2 6dcp 
f found above, ls equal to )E Ey ~ dA . At any particu-
6dcp 
lar section of the arch, E and~ are constant so that 
(}dq, ( F 2 
M = E ds J E y dA. 
(EF The integral JE y2dA represents the 
of the section9 giving the value for M moment of inertia 
6dcp 
equal to EI ~ o ds 
from which 6dcp = 
Mds 
EI 
Deformation of a Line Element 
Rather than an element of the arch such as CDEF shown 
1 t curved line segment NN', also ds in in Figure lJp e a 
ta linear element of the arch in an un-l engtb0 represen 
strained form. The element may be assumed to have a deform-
ed shape NNqo upon application of loads 9 as shown in Figure 




Linear Arch Element 
a tangent at N' to a tangent at N". Using coordinate axes, 
the end of the element at N', relative to N, has moved to the 
right a distance Ax1 and up a distance Ay1 to a new position 
at N". Denoting the line connecting N to N' as length Zand 
the line connecting N' to N• as length z•, and ua1ng the simi-
lar triangles ONN' and O•N•N•, 4Xi • 1'~'. Further, Tan Adq) = 
z• and z• = ZAdcp. Adcp is a differential angle a~ in the 
z 
range where the tangent of a small angle equals the angle it-
self. Substituting this value or z• into the Talue for AXi 
above, AX1 = yAdcp. From . Mds Figure 13, -4dc, • EI , so that fin-
ally Ax1 = 
Myds It can be shown similarly that A7l 
Mxds 
= EI• EI• 
Total Deformation 
If the whole arch was held at end A as shown 1n Figure 
15 but allowed to displace at end B, much as the linear ele-
ment 1n Figure 14 above, there would be a total displacement 






Structure with One Support Removed 
l B Myds This summation, then, 1s ~A~= and A EI 
~• _ LB Mxds LUY - • The hinges, however, allow rotation at A 
n A EI 
and B but no horizontal or vertical displacement, SQ that 
Myds 
EI 
= O and (B Mxds = o. }A EI 
Basic Horizontal Reaction Equation 
In determining the basic equation for H, use only the 
summation for Axn' since there 1s no displacement in the 7 




Structure with Concentrated Load 
37 
Consider an arch loaded as in Figure 16, of which the 
vertical reactions can be determined b7 statics. Assuming 
a free-bod7 of the arch, the loads and reactions can be re-
presented by the principles of superposition as in Figure 17. 
C 




Free Body Segments 
X 
C 
• M' = Moment with 
redundant H 
removed 
At any point Con the arch axis, the total moment can 
be separated into a simple beam moment M' due to vertical 
loads and reactions onl7 and a moment equal to BJ, or M = 
M' - Hy. Substituting, 
LB ~~s = LB(!•!' -Ea:)yds • LB "'irds 
r P. 1yds 
.. B 1B 12 els = 0 
A EI 
from which, B • , EI eaneell1ng as a constant. LB 72da 
,, . 
In th1~ expression for B, the denominator reiaa1ns the 
same regardless of the loading condition. The numerator de-
pends on whether M' is the simple beam moment for dead load, 
live load, drift load, concentrated load, or combinations of 
,a 
these or other loading conditions. 
Horizontal Reaction Equations for va~ious Loads 
11 General 
As stated abOTe, the 1ntegral J,2as as the denoalDStor 
is constant for all loading conditions. Figure 18 represents 






Geometry of the General Structure 
B 
The angle q, 4et1nes the position angle or the.hinge 
with reference to a vertical through the ra41us. point, o, 
of the arch, and the angle~ defines the position angle of 
. . . . 
any point Con the areh axis w1th reference to.the same line. 
From inspection: 
AO' S1ncp = R, A0 1 = B.S1i,,c, 
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CO" co• • RS1n$ S1n9 = - , a 
00' 
Cosq> • B , 00 1 = RCosq, 
oo• 
Cost = R , oo• • BCosJ 
x = A0 1 - co• = R(S1nq, - S1n$) 
y •. oo• 
- oo• = R(Cos~ - Cosq,) 
These are expressions for x and yin polar coordinates. 
·the:r, S1nq> = L,2 so that L • 2BS1nq,, and ds • Rdl3·. 
Substituting the above values into the integral and 1n-
;rat1ng from zero to q, so that the integral 1s doubled to 
;egrate along the ent1re arch, the den~m1nator 
D = 2 fo"' :r2da 
= 2 fo"' § ( Cos~ - Cosq, B 2 Rdfl 
•.. lq, 2 
• 2R3 .. ( Cose, - Cosq,) d' 
0 
• 2R3 lo"' (Cos2fl - 2CosflCosq, + cos2q,)dB 
• 2R3 f!_ + S1_ Df)2Cosfl; _ 2 2 ~ cp ~ s1n~Coscp + ecos cp 
0 
3 (j S1ncpCosq, 2 :J 
= 2B [g + 2 - 2S1nq,Cosq, + cpCos !J 
= n3 ~ + S1nq,Coscp - 4S1:il,q,Coscp + 2.co.2~ 
= a3 ~ - JS1m,,Coscp + 2q,Cos2~ ;EQ;. 1 
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This equation is used in determin1ng H for all load1ng con-
ditions that follow. 
From the basic integral to the resulting equation l 
above, all steps of integration were included and no attempt 
. . . 
made to omit even simple operations. 
For each of the following loading conditions, the par-
ticular integrals will be evaluated tor the numerator, 
N • f'l'Jds 
keeping 1n mind that M• is the simple beam moment due to 
vertical loads and vertical reactions onl7, with the redun-
dant horizontal reaction H removed. 
2, Dead Load 
Consider this for the first condition, as 1t is present 




Geometry of the Strue'ttlN,.:r.or ·~ad Load 
For any point Con the arch axis as shown in Figure 19, 
x = R(Sin~ - Sin,> 
7 = R(Cos~ - Cos~) 
21TR~ and the total arch length along the axis is 1800 which 
equals 2R~ for 180° in radians. The partial arch length 
along the axis from the hinge to an, point C 1s R(~ - ~). 
The horizontal distance Y from point C to the center of 
gravity or the dead load is Rtos:. : ~osq, - Sin~ • This 
latter expression is not derived herein. 
a. Reactions 
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The total load on the arch with dead load only 1s 2wRq,, 
so that VL =Va= wR~. At any point c, the simple moment M' 
ls seen to be VLx - wR(~ - ~)x. Observing the 11m1ts set on 
the integral and substituting the above values 1nto M', the 
dead load numerator 1s 
N ,= 2 !"' M'yds 
= 2 !"'~Lx -wR(q, - IJ)~yds 
= 2 fo" tRq> §<s1nq, - S1nll~ - wR(q, - ll) ~ tCQS! : ~OBfJ! 
- S1~} B.(Cosll, - Cosq,)Rdll 
= 2 Jq, {wRq, ~(S1nq, - s1n11}] - wR(q, -:11>[i, ~ ~ (cod 
- Co B'I' - S 1 nfl ( q, - II >)]} R (Co li!II - Cosq, ) B.dll 
= 2wR4 ~~ ~(Sill'!' - Sine) - ~ose - Cos~ 
- Sin$(~ - $~(Cos$ - Cos~)d6 
• 2wR4 ~~ (~Sinq, - ~Sina - Cose+ Cos~+ ~Sinll 
~SS1nS)(Cos~ - Coscp)dS 
42 
- cpS1mpCoscp + CoscpCos$ - Cos2cp + $S1n$Coscp)d8 
Evaluation of the above is fairly straightforward. The 
term $SinSCos~ is integrated by parts. Integration yields 
2 
2wR4 r;,SincpSin$ - ! - Siiiacosa -t+· 2Cosq,S1nl:l .. ~Sin ~ ~ 2 2 2 




2 R4 [ 51 2 q, SimpCosg, __.. 2S1n!9oscp g,S1n g, + cp 
• w l! ncp-2- 2 ,.- 2 - 2 4 
- SincpCoscp - cp2s1ncpcoscp - cpCos2cp + S1ncpCoscp 
4 
- q>Cos2~ 
Cancelling like terms and combining 
43 
Eq. 2 




_ EQ;. 2 
- .... 
D Eq. 1 
2wR4 ~osc,(2S11111> - 2q,Coscp - .,Zs1JllP) - f + 51!!!ff08~ + !§~n2~ 
RJ(~ - )Sinq,Cos• + 2cpCo$2•> 
2 
Cos•(2S1ncp - 2.Cos• - •2Si~) - !! + S1~os! +•Sin• 
= 2wR 4 4 2 
\ 
J. Concentrated Load 
Consider this loading condition which 1s commonl7 en-







Geometry of the Structure for Concentrated Load 
In Figure 20, the same relationships exist as before, 
L = 2RS1nq, 
x1 = R(S1nq, - S1ntJ) 
71 = R(Cos, - Cos•) 
ds = Rdl!J 
In this case, a: 1s the position angle of the concentrated 
load point with reference to a vertical through the radius 
point, and coordinate values can be shown to be 
a. Reactions 
x2 = R(Sincp - S11l(I;) 
Y2 = B(COS¢ - Cosq,) 
xl - X2 = R(S1na. - Sin&) 
Through statics, the vertical reactions are 
44 
L - x2 V = ·p = L L 
p 2RS1ncp - R(S1ncp - S1na.:) 
2BS1:ru, 
= P S.1-. + Siner 
2S1m, 
VR = p ~L2 • p R(Sincp - Sina) = p S&P:i - S1PJ1 
2RS1m, 2S1mp 
Evaluation of the integral ~M'yds for the concentrated load 
1s quite lengthy, and results 1n three separate integrals 
dependent on the angles q,, tl and ct• Close obserTan.ee of' the 
limits 1s maintained with the particular simple beam moment 
M' for each_integral. The numerator 1s 
J.ip • fo I 7/J.8 
{ff>' 
= }a.- M 1yds (•· + Jo M'yds 
Note the segments of the arch a to cp, O_to a and Oto cp as 
4.S 
limits. The load is 1nd1eated on the left side and the first 
two integrals are for that half or the areh. The third in-
tegral is a summation for the right unloaded half, When the 
load is on the right side, ex (Figure 20) is indicated accord-
ingly so that the same three integrals result. 
(l) l" M1;rds (M 1 = V X) L l 
= l"' (VL:,_ );rds 
= l"' ELR(S1mp - S1n1JB §<cosei - Cosq,~ R41J 
= VLR3l" (S1JUp - S1nl!l)(Cos$ - Cos.)dlJ 
= VLR31• (Sinq,Cosf - SinSCos$ • S1ncpCos~ + S1n$Cos•)d$ 
ex 
S1n28 :, q, 




2 - q,S1mpCoscp - Cos~) - (S1n.q,S1na 
S1n2 ;] 
- 2 a - aS1ncpCoscp - CoscpCosa~ 
2 3 2 Sin! 2 
= VLR ( S1n q, - 2 - cpS1nq,Co~_q,. - . Cos cp - S1ncpS1n« 
S1n2cs · 
· + 2 + aS111Cf)Cosq:r + · CoscpC01:,cr) Ei, Ja 
(2) l" M1 ;rds . ~~.:·~ ' 
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• J11 ELxl - P(Xi - itiB 7ds 
• Iott ELB(S1nq, - S1nfiJ) - PB(S1na - S1nfiJJ B(CosfiJ - Cos•lBdfiJ 
= i3 fo°' f L (S1nq, - S1n1J) - P(S1214 - S1nll~ (CosfiJ - Coa.)dfiJ 
• B3 fo tt EL C S1nq, - S1nll l C cos11 - cos•) • PC 511'« - 511111 l 
(Cosfil - Cosc,B dft 
= B3fo°'EL(S1nq,CosfiJ - S1n11CosfiJ • S1nq,Cos• + S1n1'Cos•l 
- P ( S1ll(1Cosl3 - S1nJCos$ - S1nctCor,<1)· + S1:$Cosc,~ 413 
= ELB3(S1nq,S1n1J - 51t2 ' • IJS1nq,Cos• - Cos11cosqi) 
• PB
3 (S1naS1nfiJ - ,51;
2
$ ,, - fiJ.S1naCos• • CosfiJCos~: 
J S1n2a 
= VLR (S1mpS1l'lCI - 2 · - a.S1~osq, .. Cos«cosq,) 
J 2 S1n2cs 
- PR (Sin er - 2 - csS1nctCosq, - CosctCoscp) 
('J) 1· R17ds EQ. Jb 
• (P - VL)B3 !"" (S1nq, - S1DI )(costJ - Cos.)dB 
= (P - VL)B3 L"' [s1D1PCose - S1ntJCosB - Stl)IIICos• 
+.- S1n8Cosrp~ d!J 
) f; . S1p.28 :1 q, 
= (P - VL)R e1nq,S1n, - 2 - $S1nq,Cosq, - Cos,cos~ O 
= (P - VL)B,~1n2• - 51~2! - f/lS1nq,COSf/l - Cos2~ 
• pa'.3 §1n2., - s1~2! - f/lS1Dl!)COSf/l - Cos2~ 
- 1 f: 2 S1n2• . . 2:} 
- VLR" l:1n q, - 2 • cpSi~osq, - Cos !J 
EQ. 3c 
Np, then, is the sum of equations )a, )band Jc: 
EQ:.)a VLB) E1n2f/l - 51~2"' - f/lS1nq,Cosq, - Cos2f/l - S1n,p$1l'Q: 
S1n2 :1 
+. 2 ct + ctS1:nq,Cosq, + Cosq,Cos':J 
. J f: S1n2 :J 
EQ. )b + VL R ~1nq,S1nc, - z: 4 - ctS1nq,Cos• - CosCICos!J 
- PB) E1n2u - 51:2« -a:S1n«Cos• - co11cxCos3 
EQ.~ •PB) ~1n2c,, - 51: 2! - qjS1nq,Coac, - Cos2~ 
- VLB)~1n2., - 51: 2! - f/lS1nq,Cos• - cos2~ 
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Caneell1ng like terms, 
Np• vLa3 (o) + PliJ~1:a2., - s1; 2• - .,S1Dl!)Cos• - cos2cv - s1n2a 
·2 
+ 
51; <t + «s1naeosc, + CosctCOfil~. 
• p~J E51'1l(tCOSqJ + CoscpCos« - "'51~0B(lJ -
+ S1~
2!] 
The final equation for the horizontal reaction due to a eon-
eentrated load, 
N p EQ. J H = - = ___;..___., 
D EQ. 1 
= 
FaJ@oscp(aS1na + cosa - ,.Sine, - cos•> • S1~
2
't _ s1;2~ 
a3 ~ - JS1nq.,Cosq, + 2.Cos2~ 
Cose,C«S1nct + cos~ - q:,51nc,- - cosq1) + S1n2• _ S1n2a 
= p 2 2 
<, - JS1nc,COBtJ + 2.,Cos2• 
4. Live Load 
As before, , is the position angle of any point on the 
arch axis, ds • B.d&, and 
L = 2B.Sinq,, 
x = R(S1n~ - Sin$) 
7 = R(Cosa - Cos•) 
.49 







Geometry of the Structure for PQll Live I,,oad · 
a, Reactions 
Inspection of this loading condition in Figure 211nd1-
cates 
frcmwh1eh the live load numerator 
so 
~~ w 2 2] 
= 2 Jo L2 (2RS1:nq,)R(S111q> - Sin~)- 2 :a (S1nq, - s1na) 
~(Cos$ - Cosc,J RdaJ 
4 lq'J' r: = wR l:S1ncp(S1D4' - S1nJ) 
0 
~os J - Cos3 dB 
4 ,. f: 2 
= wR Jo (:S1n2,v - 2S1nq,51n$ - S1n., + 2S1!IIIIS1nll 
- S1n2B@osl:3 - Cos~ di' 
= wa4 fo"' (S1112q,, - S1n2fJ) (Cosi, - cosqr)da 
= wa4 lrv (S1n2q,Cosa - S1n2f1CosJ - S1n2q,Cosqr 
2 
-tt· Sin ~Cosq, )dt:J. 
= wa4 lff1 @1112q,Cosll - (l - cos211)cosl,J - S1n2q,eosqJ 
+. S1n2JCos~dfJ 
= wa4 l" ~1n2q,Cosll - Cosll + Cos3,ll - S1n2q,cosq, 
-ti· S1n2 tJCos~d$ 
= wa4 @1n2q,S1nll - S1nf + S1U, - 51;
3
' - IIS1».2q,eoscp 
+ (~ _ S1~osfJ)cos.,J: 
51 
_ Sb1~os2~ 
wR4 ~ '!l 
= 6 ~Sin3q, - 2S1n..,q, · - 6a,S1n2(f)Coscp + JcpCosq, 
- JS1rupCos2q,J 
wB4 f;: 2 . :""J 
= 6 ~S1n3 q,-· + J~os«,( 1 - 2Sin q,) - JS1nq,Cos
2
~ EQ. 4 
The final equation for the horizontal reaction due to 
live load, 
H = NLL = EQ. 4 
D EQ. 1 
= --~---~~~~~------------------------
= ~ [4s1nJ• + Jq,Cos•(l - 2S1n2•> - JS1l!1\1Coa2!l 
L q,· - 3S1nq,Cos• + 2.Cos2q, J 
5. Prift Load (refer to Figure 22) 
This type of loading may be encountered as snow load on 
half of an arch span on the leeward side, The angle J is de-
fined as before, and also 
L = 2BS1nl.'f) 
x = B(S1nq, ... Sin$:) 
y 
H 
y = R(Cose - Cos~) 
ds = Rd$ 
X __ l _.__l __.l......-l w 
L 
Figure 22 
Geometry of the Structure for Drift Load 
a. Re&ct1ons 
52 
Utilizing statics and summing moments about the hinges, 
the vertical reactions are: 
l l ( _ wRSi~ VL = B wL = B w 2RS1nq,) - 4 
Rather than repeat essentially the integration process 
for the live load numerator, it can be shown that 
53 
B.4 
= ii' Es1n3q, + :,.,cosq,:{l - 2S1n2q,) - JS1ntpCos2~ EQ. S 




= E'i. 5 
D EQ;. 1 






aJ ~ - )S1rupCosq, + 2(¥)Cos2~ 
This latter equation will be noted as equal to half the 
value of the horizontal reaction equation due to full live 
load. 
TABULATED REACTION AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
T&BLES I-A to XVI-A 
for 
Dead Load, Live Load and Drift Load 






'f) = J0° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
Vt 0 • .52160 0 • .50000 0.12500 
Va 0 • .52360 0 • .50000 0.37500 
H 0.94738 0.923.5.5 o.46167 
l -0.78627 -1.11999 - 5.7a197 
2 -1.113.5.5 -1 • .59496 -10,28089 
) -1.10445 -1 • .59065 -1).48444 
4 -0.8688.:, -1.2.5919 -1S.J8J84 
.5 -0 • .50309 -0.73663 -1.5.97387 
6 -0.08976 -0.141.5.5 -1.5.2.5294 
7 0.30309 o.4266.5 -1).22)00 
8 0.62204 0.88986 - 9.8896) 
tll 9 o.s27.58 1.189)1 .. s.26494 8 
:z; 
~ 10 0.90034 1.29468 o.64734 
0 
:e: 11 0.827.58 1.189)1 6.4.5427 
12 0.62204 0.88986 10.77949 
1.3 0.30309 o.4266.5 1).64966 
14 -0.08976 -o.141.SS 1.5.11139 
15 -0 • .50309 -0.73663 1.5.2372.5 
16 -o.86883 -1.2.5919 14.1246.5 
17 -l.1044.5 -1 • .59065 11.89)79 
18 -1.113.5.5 -1 • .59496 B.68.593 
19 -0.78627 -1.11999 4.66198 
Multiply reaction ooeff1c1ents by ( wli) 
Multiply moment ooerr101ents by (wR2 x 10-)) 
56 
TABLE II-A 
q') - 31° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0.54105 0.51504 0.12876 
VR 0 • .54105 0.51504 0.38628 
H 0.94401 0.918.31 o.45916 
l -0.9.0193 -1.27268 - 6.14718 
2 -1.28055 -1.81)97 -10.93043 
J -1.27529 -1.81099 ... 14. 33574 
4 -1.01111 -1.43577 -16.35315 
5 -o.59787 -0.84277 -16.97677 
6 -o.12953 -0.16661 ... 16.20474 
7 0.31614 0.47936 -14.03936 
8 0.67831 1.00600 -10.48693 
ti] 9 0.91173 1.3467) - s.56128 E-4 
l,1!; 
~ 10 0.99440 1.46699 0.73339 
0 
::&: 11 0.91173 1 .• 34673 6.90801 
12 0.67831 1.00600 11.49294 
13 0.31614 o.47936 14.51a72 
14 -o.12953 -0.16661 16,0)81) 
15 -0.59787 -0.84277 16.1.)400 
16 -1.01111 -1.4)577 14.91739 
17 -1.2.7.529 -1.81099 12.5247.5 
18 -1.28055 -1.81397 9.11646 
19 -0.90193 -1.27268 4.874,50 
Multiply reaction coefficients bJ (wR) 
Multiply moment coefficients by (wB2 x 10-l) 
.57 
TABLE III-A 
• = .320 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL o.ssa.51 0 • .52992 0.1.3248 
VR 0.5.58.51 0 • .52992 0.39744 
H 0.940)2 0.91.31.5 o.4.56.57 
l -1.02.370 -1.4403.5 - 6 • .52116 
2 -1.45.392 -2.0.5496 -11 • .5,9.560 
.3 -1.44849 -2. 0.5.398 -1.5.2.0748 
4 -1~14902 -1~6.Jl,38 -17 • .34.5.5.5 
5 ... 0.6801.3 -0.9614.3 -18.00Jl.5 
6 -0.148.55 -0.19682 ""17.17821 
7 0 • .3.5748 0 • .5.3440 -14.87.3.30 
8 0.76874 1.1.308:, -11.09.56.3 
fll 9 l.OJ.38.5 1 • .5170.5 - .5.86081 
t 
~ 10 1.12776 l.·652S4 0.82636 
0 
IE: 11 l.OJ.38.5 1 • .51705 7.37786 
12 0.76874 1.1.308.3 12.22647 
1.3 0 • .3.5748 0 • .5.3440 1.5.40770 
14 -0.148.5.5 -0.19682 16.98139 
1.5 -0.6.801.3 -0.9614.3 17.04174 
16 -1.14902 -1.6.3138 1.5.71418 
17 -1.44849 -2. 0.5.398 lJ.l.53.50 
18 -1.4.5)92 -2. 0.5496 9 • .54063 
19 -1.02370 -1.440.3.5 .5.08082 
Multiply reaction coeff1o1ents by ·cwR) 
Multiply moment coeff1o1ents bJ (wa2 x 10-.3) 
58 
TABLE IV-A 
cp - .330 
3.EACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0.57596 0.54464 0.1.3616 
Va 0.57596 0.54464 o.40848 
H 0.93643 0.90776 o.45J88 
l -1.15498 -1.62121 
- 6.902.31 
2 
-1.63976 -2.)1419 -12.2.7.340 
3 -1.63229 -2.Jl404 -16.09545 
4 -1.29250 -1.83836 -18.35580 
5 -0.76114 -l.08JJ2 -19.04694 
6 •0.15892 -0.22082 -18.16658 
7 o.41433 0.60458 -15, 71764 
8 0.88018 1.27800 -11.70824 
tll 9 1.18051 1.71407 - 6.15602 tl 
ll:l 10 1.28677 1.8670.3 0.93359 E 
0 
lE: 11 1.18051 1.71407 7.87009 
12 0.88018 1.27800 12.98624 
lJ o.414JJ o.60458 16.32221 
14 -0.15892 -0.22082 17.94577 
15 -0.76114 -1.08332 17.96.362 
16 -1.29250 -l.8J8J6 16.5174.3 
17 -1.63229 -2.Jl404 lJ.78142 
1a. -1.6.3976 -2 • .)1419 9.95921 
19 -1.15498 -1.62121 5.28111 
Multiply reaction eoetf1c1ents by (wR) 
Multiply moment eoeff1e1ents by (wR2 x 10-.3) 
.59 
TABLE V-A 
ti) = 340 
BEA CT I ORS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0 • .59:,41 0 • .5.5919 0.1)980 
VB 0 • .59:,41 0 • .5.5919 o.419:,9 
H 0.9:,24.5 0.90224 o.4.5112 
l -1.299.51 -1.818)2 - 7.29146 
2 -1.84886 -2.59719 -12.96.546 
:, -1.e3603 -2 • .598.56 -17.00201 
4 
-1.4.5277 -2.06.5.51 -19.38692 
5 -0.8.53.57 -1.2.1800 -20.11178 
6 -0.17440 -0.2.4906 -19.17404 
7 o.47207 o.67887 -16.57701 
8 0.99.572 1.43.581 -12.:,2983 
Ul 9 1.33628 1.926:,9 - 6.4,52)2 E-1 
~ 
f:i:1 10 1.4,561.5 2.09861 1.04941 a: 
0 
a: 11 1.3:,628 1.92639 8.37872 
12 0.99.572 1.4).581 1:,. 76.56.5 
13 0.47207 o.67887 17.2.5.589 
14 -0.17440 -0.24906 1a.92.500 
1.5 -o.a.5:,.57 -1.21800 18.89.377 
16 -1.4.5277 -2.06.551 17.:,2141 
17 -1.8:,60:, -2 • .598.56 14.40)4.5 
18 -1.84489 -2.59719 10.,36826 
19 -1.2.99.Sl -1.818)2 .5.47)14 
. ' 
Multipl7 reaction coetf1c1ents b7 (wB) 
Mult1pl7 moment coefficients by (wa2 x 10-3). 
60 
TABLE VI-A 
ti) = 3.50 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAO LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD. 
YL 0.61087 o • .s1,sa 0.14:,40 
YB o.61087 0.51:,sa o.43018. 
B 0.92839 0.896.54 o.44827 
l -l.4S815 -2.0)088 - 7.68747 
2 -2.07173 -2·.90214 .. 1.3.66964 
J -2.06268 .. 2.9.0449 -17.92419 
4 -1.63309 -2.)-08.S.3 -20.43.524 
s -0.96077 -1.36004 -21.1934.S 
6 -0.19840 -0.2.7468 -20.19.596 
1 o.s21ss 0.76.519 -17.446.SO 
8 1.11769 1.61390 -12.-9:5534 
fl) 9 1.49821 2.16397 - 6.74466 E-4 
Ii!; 
;! 10 1.63300 2.3.57.57 1.17868 
0 
IE: 11 1.49821 2.16.397 8.9086.3 
12 1.11769 1.61390 14 • .56924 
1.3 o.s21ss 0.76.519 18.2.1169 
14 -0.19840 -0.2.7468 19.92126 
lS -0.96077 -1.36004 19.83.340 
16 -1.63309 -2.,308.53 18.12671 
17 -2.06268 -2.90449 15.01970 
18 -2.0717.3 -2.90214 10.76750 
19 -l.4S87.5 -2. 03088 .5. 6.56.59 
Multiply reaction coetr1c1ents by (wR) 
Multiply moment coerricients b7 (wB2 x 10-3) 
61 
TABLE VII-A 
• = )6° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
V L o.62a:,2 0.58779 0.14695 
VR o.628J2 0.,58779 0.44084 
H 0.92418 o.a9079 o.44.5J9 
1 -1.6311.5 -2.26:,90 - 8.09214 
2 
-2.31693 -J.2)824 -14.)8940 
J -2.30698 -J.24450 -18.86694 
4 -1.82636 -2.58289 .... 21 • .50709 
5 -1.07385 -1 • .52674 -22.29943 
6 -0.22029 -0.)1690 -21.24082 
7 0.59261 0.84331 -18.JJ.546 
8 1.2.5354 1.790.55 .... 13 • .59478 
ti) 9 1.67972 2.40447 - 7.04362 ~ 
1%1 10 1.e306J 2.620.53 1.)1040 :It:: 0 
lE: 11 1.67972 2.40447 9.44811 
12 1.253.54 1.79055 1,5.)8.534 
13 0.59261 o.84JJ1 19.17877 
14 -0.22029 -0.31690 20.92393 
1.5 -1.07385 -1 • .52674 20.77269 
16 -1.82636 -2 • .58289 18.92420 
17 -2.30698 -J.24450 15.62245 
18 -2.31693 -J.23824 11.1.5116 
19 -l.6Jll.5 -2.26)90 ,5.8282) 
Multiply react1on coefficients b7 (wR) 
Multiply moment coeff1o1ents b7 (wR2 x 10-J) 
62 
TABLE VIII-A 
c:p = 37° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL o.64577 0.60182 0.15046 
VR o.64577 o.60182 o.45136 
H 0.91985 o.88481 o.44241 
l -1.81834 -2 • .51240 - a.5022:, 
2 
-2.58331 -3.59575 -15.11865 
J -2.57250 -3.604Jl -19.82167 
4 -2.03652 -2.87006 -22.59168 
5 -1.19691 -1.69605 -23.4171.5 
6 -0.24429 -o.J4986 -22.29462 
7 0.66316 0.941.5.5 -19.22878 
8 1.40106 1.996.58 -14.23241 
Cl) 9 1.87694 2.68087 - 7.33308 ~ 2.04543 1.46065 IJ:l 10 2.92130 
:E: 
0 
.: 11 l.87694 2.68087 10.01395 
12 1.La,0106 1.99658 16.22898 
lJ 0.66316 0.941.5.5 20.17032 
14 -0.24429 -0.34986 21.94476 
1.5 -1.19691 -1.6960.5 21.72109 
16 -2.03652 -2.87006 19.72162 
17 -2.57250 -3.60431 16.21736 
18 
-2.58331 -3.59575 11.52290 
19 -1.81834 -2 • .51240 5.98983 
Multiply reaction coetf1c1ents by (wB) 
... _.,.._._,_ -----• ---.11t.11t&-.a--.1..- 'I...- / __ 'l'li2 - "IA-3\ 
6:, 
TABLE IX-A 
• - .350 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 6.6632.3 0.61566 0.15392 
VB 0.6632.3 o.61566 0.,6174 
H 0.915.34 o.87871 o.43936 
l -2.01891 -2.78046 - s.91907 
2 -2.86780 -.'.3.98217 -15.8.5992 
J -2.85440 -J.99417 -20.79203 
4 
-2.2.5691 -J.-18242 -2.3.69.371 
s -1~32158 -1.88189 .,..24 • .55220 
6 -0.26045 -0.)8906 ... 23.)6374 
7 0.75044 1.04357 -20.1335.3 
8 1.57250 2.21525 ... 14.87579 
I'll 9 2.10268 2.97480 - 7.62112 t 
l;!. 
0 
10 2.~90.30 J.24191 1.62097 
-= 11 2.10268 2.97480 10.59.592 
12 1 • .57250 2.21.52.5 17.0910..3 
13 0.75044 1.04).57 21.17710 
14 -0.2604.5 -0.)8906 22.97468 
1.5 -1.,)2158 -1.88189 22.67032 
16 -2.2.5691 ... .3 •. 18242 20.,51128 
17 -2.85440 -J. 99417 16,79787 
18 -2.86780 -).98217 11.8777.5 
19 -2.01891 -2.78046 6.1)861 
Mult1ply reaction eoetf1c1ents by (wB) 
Multiply moment coef't1c1enta by (wa2 x 10-J) 
64 
TABLE X-A 
cp = 39° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0068068 0.62932 0.15733 
VR 0.68068 0.62932 o.47199 
H 0.91082 0.87251 o.43625 
l =2.24043 - 3.06943 - 9. 34259 
2 - 3.18443 -4.39979 -16.61314 
3 - 3.17215 -4.41690 -21. 77798 
4 - 2.51157 -3.52298 -24 .81318 
.5 - 1 .47.5.56 - 2.08071 -2.5.70470 
6 - 0.29934 -o.437.51 -24.44839 
7 0.82166 1.14749 -21 . 0.5007 
8 1. 73353 2.44416 -1.5 • .52549 
U) 9 2.32171 3.28483 - 7.90851 8 
z 
r::,:::i 2.53007 3. _5805 7 1. 79083 ~ 10 0 
::e: 
11 2.32171 3.28483 11.19334 
12 1 .733.53 2.44416 17 .96964 
13 0.82166 1 . 14749 22.197.5.5 
14 =0.29934 - o.437.51 24.01089 
1.5 =l. 475.5 6 - 2. 08071 23.617.59 
16 =2 . _51157 - 3.52298 21.29020 
17 =3.1721.5 -4.41690 17.36109 
18 ~3.18443 - 4.J9979 12.2133.5 
19 ~2.24043 - 3.06943 6.2731.5 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (wR) 
2 Multiply moment coefficients by (wR x 10-3) 
6.5 
TABLE n-A 
cp • 40° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0.69813 o.64279 0.16070 
VB 0.6981:, o.64279 o.48209 
B 0.90610 0.8661.5 o.43307 
l -2.47606 -J.)78J4 - 9.771.56 
2 -:,.-.51972 -4.84646 -17.:,7601 
) -,.so6o8 -4.86913 -22.77630 
4 
-2.77.509 -J.88696 -2l.946ll 
s -1.628)8 -2.30.578 -26.87001 
6 -0 • .32617 -0.48688 -2.5 • .54)49 
7 0.91.512 1.26120 .... 21.97302 
8 1.92497 2.6929.5 -16 •. 17600 
C'Jl 9 2 • ..57644 :,.62124 - 8.18977 E-i 
12. 
rz1 10 2.-80707 ).947.59 1.9740:, :E: 0 
:El 
11 2.57644 :,.62124 11.81099 
12 1.92497 2.6929.S 18.86894 
l) 0.91.512 1.26120 2).2).50) 
14 -0.32617 -0.48688 2.5.0.5662 
1.5 -1 •. 628)8 -2.J0.578 24.,5642) 
16 
-2.77509 -).88696 22.0.5915 
17 -).50608 -4.86913 17.90716 
18 -3 • .51972 -4.84646 12.529.55 
19 -2 •. 47606 -J.)7834 · 6.93222. 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (wB) 
Multiply moment coefficients b7 (wa2 x 10-3) 
66 
TAB:r.,:E XII-A 
cp - 41° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0.71559 0.65606 0.16402 
v:a 0.71559 0.65606 o.49204 
H 0.90126 0.85962 o.42981 
l -2.72986 -3.70706 -10.20.519 
2 -3.88114 -5.32171 ""18.14706. 
J -3.86630 -.5.)4974 -23.7849.5 
4 -3.0.5971 -4 •. 272.51 -27.09001 
5 -1.79386 -2.53492 ~28.04532 
6 -O.J.5591 -0.53416 -26 •. 64560 
7 1.01503 1.39083 -22.89919 
8 2.13053 2.96702 -16.82408 
rll 9 2.85022 J.98934 - 8.46179 E-4 :z; 
~ 
II: 10 3.10514 4.34969 2.17489 0 
.: 
11 2.8.5022 3.98934 12.4511) 
12 2.13053 2.96702 19.79111 
13 1.01503 1.39083 24.29002 
14 -0.35591 -0.53416 26.11185 
15 -1.79386 -2.53492 2.5.51039 
16 -3.05971 -4.27251 22.817.$0 
17 -3.86630 -5.34974 18.43521 
18 -3.88114 -5.32171 12 •. 82.534 
19 -2.72986 ""'3.70706 6.49814 
Plultipl7 reaction eoeff1c1ents by (wR) 
Mult1n1v mnmA~t r.oa~~1r.ia~tA hv lwR2 T 10-3\ 
67 
TABLE XIII-A 
"' - 42° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0.73304 0.66913 0.,16728 
Va 0.,73304 0.6691, o •. so1as 
H 0.89633 0.8.5300 0.426,SO 
1 -3.,00443 -4.05952 -10.644?2 
2 -4.27322 -5.8)287 -18.92869 
3 -4.25872 -5.86872 ... 24.80742 
4 -3.37220 -4.6917.5 -28.24934 
.s -1.97932 -2.78828 -29.23.597 
6 -0.39630 -0.59384 -27.76200 
7 1.11348 1.51942 ... 23.8)534 
8 2.34220 3,25013 -17.47710 
ti) 9 3.13509 4.J?J44 - a.73239 ~ 
M 10 3.41586 4.76927 2.)8468 E 0 
E 
11 J.1)509 4.37344 lJ.10582 
12 .. 2.34220 3. 25013 20.72722 
13 1.11348 1 • .51942 2.;.35476 
14 -O.J96JO -0.59384 27.16817 
15 -1.97932 -2.78828 26.44768 
16 -J.J7220 -4.6917.S 23.55760 
17 -4.25872 -5.86872 18.9)870 
18 -4.27322 -.5.8)287 lJ. 09.582 
19 -J.00443 -4.05952 6.58519 
Multiply reaet1on coefficients by (wR) 
Multiply moment coefficients by (wR2 x 10-J) 
TABLE XIV-A 
q:, - 4:,0 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIP!' LOAD· 
V L 0.75049 0.68200 0 •. 17050 
Va 0.75049 0.68200 0.51150 
H 0.89126 0.84622 o.42:,11 
1 
l -3.29809 -4.4:,292 -11.08798 
2 -4.69229 -6,:3742; -19.7168) 
J -4.67765 -6.41769 -2s.a:,198 
4 -J.70484 -5.1JJ46 -29.41696 
5 -2.17511 ..,3.0.5210 -J0.4JJ62 
6 -0.43580 -0.64998 .... 2a.8a225 
1 1.22352 1.664~8 -24.?7156 
8 2.57422 J.,56189 -18,12471 
ti) 
t 9 J.44590 4.79355 - 8.99114 
~ 10 3.75466 5.22781 2.61372 0 
:E: 
11 3.44590 4.79:355 lJ.78468 
12 2.57422 :,.56189 21.68661 
lJ 1.22352 1.66488 26.4J645 
14 -0.43580 -o.64998 · 28.23228 
15 -2.17511 -J.05210 . 27.:,a152 
16 ~3 •. 70484 -5.1JJ46 24.28)51 
17 -4.67765 -6.41769 19,42029 
18 -4.69229 -6.J742J lJ.)4260 
' 
19 -J.29809 -4.43292 6.65506 
Multiply reaction coeff1c1ents by (wR) 




REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0.76794 o.69466 0.17.367 
Va 0.76794 o.69466 0 • .52099 
H 0.88606 0.83933 o,41966 
1 -J.61268 -4.8J082 -11 • .5360.5 
2 -.5 .141.52 -6.9.5247 -20 • .513.57 
J ... .5.12699 -7.00.580 -26.87964 
4 -4.06190 -S.60887 -Jo • .59673 
5 -2.38.5.58 -J.JJ907 -Jl.64294 
6 -0.47873 -0.71623 -::,0.01210 
7 l.J409J 1.81344 -2.5.71382 
8 2.82247 J.88713 -18.77J4J 
ti) 9 J.77874 .5.23419 
- 9.2449.5 E-t 
:z; 
rzl 10 4.11749 .5.70968 2.8.5468 E" 
0 
E 3.77874 11 .5.23419 14.47916 
12 2.82247 J.88713 22.660.57 
lJ l.J409J 1.81344 27 • .52726 
14 -0.47873 -0.71623 29,29.587 
1.5 -2.J8.5.58 -J.JJ907 28.30J88 
16 -4.06190 -5.60887 24.98787 
17 -s.12699 -1.00.sao 19.87)82 
18 -.5 .141.52 -6.95247 lJ • .56110 
19 -J.61268 -4.8)082 6. 70.523 
Multiply reaction coeff1c1e~ts by (wR) 
Multiply moment coefficients by (wR2 x 10-3) 
70 
TABLE XVI-A 
~ = 45° 
REACTIONS DEAD LOAD LIVE LOAD DRIFT LOAD 
VL 0 .. 78540 0.70711 0.17678 
Va 0.78540 0.70711 0.5303.3 
H 0.88074 o.a32:32 0.41616 
l -J.94930 -.5.25359 -11.98838 
2 -5.62258 -7.56809 -21.31790 
3 -5.60863 -7.6JJJ2 -27.9)104 
4 -4.44517 -6.11788 -Jl.78704 
5 -2.61218 -J.64848 -32. 86211 . 
6 -0.52614 -0.79100 -)l.l496J 
7 1.46517 1.96673 .... 26.66017 
8 3.0868) 4.22950 .. 19.42137 
tll 4.13367 .5.69904 - 9.49216 8 9 Ii?; 
M 
IE: 10 4 • .50436 6.21787 J.10893 0 
:E: 
11 4.13367 .5.69904 15 .19121 
12 J.08683 4.229.50 23.6.5087 
lJ 1.46.517 1.96673 28.62688 
14 -0.52614 -0.79100 .30.3.586.5 
1.5 -2.61218 -).64848 29.2136.5 
16 -4.44.517 -6.11788 2.5.66917 
17 -.5.60863 -7.6JJ)2 20.29773 
18 -.5.622.58 -7-.56809 13.74981 
19 -3.94930 -5.253.59 6.?)480 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (wR) 
Multiply moment coeft1c1ents by (wR2 x 10-J) 
0.9~ 0.8t"O o. 7ep 0.6cp 
0.95399 0.90674 0.85837 0.80902 
0.04601 0.09326 o.14163 0.19098 
0.21401 0.42767 0.63430 0.82768 
l 38.5465 31.0348 23.6475 16 • .5462 
~ ll.5489 64.2424 49.9121 36.1205 
s 25.0359 51.1630 78. 7220 58.6691 
• 
l9.02S3 39.0863 60;6472 84.1303 
13.5336 28.0455 44.l059 62.2364 
) 8.5758 18.0709 29.1435 42.3983 
, 4.1656 9.1896 15.8010 24.6704 
I 0.3150 1.4262 4.1149 9.1013 
J 
- 2.9643 - 5.1959 - 5.8794 - 4.2618 
) 
-· 5.6666 -10.6653 -14.1645 -15.3960 
• 7.7824 -14.9625 -20.7111 -24.2615 
- 9.3036 -18.0712 -25.4943 •30.8251 
-10.2294 -19.9896 -28.5113 ·35.0822 
• 
-10.5560 -20.1102 ~29.7504 -37.0169 
-10.2827 -20.2311 -29.2082 -36.6237 
- 9.4102 -18.5536 -26.8862 •33.9037 
- 7 .9408 -15.6822 -22.7908 •28.8643 
J - 5.8786 -11.6249 -16.9331 -21.5195 
• 
- 3.2293 - 6.3927 - 9.3292 -11.8892 
TABLE I-B 















































0.3 er> 0.2cp O.lq> 
0.65643 0.60453 0.55236 
0.343S7 0.39547 0.44764 
1.27353 l.36289 l.41753 
- 1.6120 - 6.232.5 - 9.9978 
0.7031 • 8.3842 ·lS.8464 
6.9389 - 6.4494 -17.5297 
17.0782 • 0.4333 -15.0432 
31.0934 9.6476 - 8.3936 
48.9460 23.7656 2.4008 
70.5870 41.8821 17.3104 
44.0511 63.9473 36.2944 
20.8966 37.7179 59.2875 
1.1623 15.1433 33.9065 
-15.0815 - 3.6958 12.4107 
-27.7736 -18. 7287 - 5.1193 
-36.9040 -29.9427 -18.6677 
-42.4394 -37.2975 -28.1867 
-44.3646 -40.7730 -33.6501 
-42.6744 -40.3597 -35.0429 
-37.3734 -36.0586 -32.3614 
-28.4761 -27 .8816 'l'.25.6129 
-16.0069 -15 .8511 -14.8159 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 


























:r. 0.9q> o.sc, o. 7t, 0.6cp o.5cp 0.4tP 0.3t,p 0.2Q) O.lq) 0 
'L 0.95427 0.90720 0.85895 0.80965 0.75944 0.70847 0.65689 0.60485 0.55253 0.50000 
fR 0.04573 0.09280 0.14105 0.19035 0.2405'6 0.29153 0.34311 0.39515 0.44747 0.50000 
l 0.20553 0.41116 0.61038 0.79706 0.96554 1.11077 1.22843 1.31502 1.36799 1.38585 
l 39.4871 31.8007 24.2286 16.9405 10.0939 3.8299 - 1.7293 - 6.4840 -10.3578 -13.3071 
2 32.3349 65.9072 51.2123 37.0514 23.7251 11.5030 0.6182 - 8.7384 ~16.4205 -22.3449 
3 25.6726 52.5144 80.8720 60.2738 40.8539 22.9968 7.0358 - 6.7567 -18 .1705 -27.0872 
4 19.5197 40.1393 62.3336 86.5397 61.4300 38.2778 17.5046 - o.-s446 -15.6028 -27.5199 
5 13.8943 28.8180 45.3565 64.0514 85.3932 57.3012 31. 9939 9.8798 
- 8.7248 -23.6417 
6 8.8127 18.5837 29.9906 43.6622 60.1704 80.0113 50.4615 24.4858 2.4434 -15.4642 
7 4.2898 9.4664 16.2807 25.4315 37.5563 53.2101 72.8532 43.2308 17.8691 - 3.0111 
8 0.3389 1.4926 4.2669 9.4130 17.6171 29.4792 45.4991 66.0599 37.5071 13. 6810 
9 - 3.0272 • 5.3117 - 6.0117 - 4.3417 0.4175 8.8957 21.6197 38.9961 61.2854 34.5502 
10 - 5.8023 -10.9341 -14.5364 -15.8072 -14.0112 - 8.5033 1.2578 15.6919 35.0729 59.5749 
11 - 7.9760 -15.3531 -21.2747 -24.9399 -25.6141 -22.6514 -15.5089 - 3.7637 12.8640 34.5502 
12 - 9.5393 -18.5510 -26.1995 -31.7032 -34.3445 -33.4919 -28.6132 -19.2929 - 5.2527 13.6810 
13 •10.4914 -20.5257 --29.3075 -36.0922 -40.1960 -41.0161 -38.0441 -30.8815 -19.2595 - 3.0111 
14 -10.8282 -21.2690 -30.5859 -38.0892 -43.1450 -45.1943 -043. 7647 -38.4853 -29.1036 -15 .. 4642 
15 -10.5489 ·20.7788 -30.0310 -37.6882 -43.1829 -46.0142 -45.7583 -42.0818 -34.7564 -23 .. 6417 
16 - 9.6541 -19.0564 -27.6443 -34.8904 -40.3096 -43.4735 -44.0192 -41.6607 • 36. 2011 -27.5199 
17 - 8.1465 -16.1069 •23.4329 -29.7041 -34.5336 -31.5196 -38.5524 -37.2231 -33.4335 -27.0872 
18 - 6.0305 -11.9390 -17.4091 -22.1443 -25.8717 -28.3498 -29.3739 -28.7821 -26.4619 -22.3449 
19 .. 3.3124 • 6.5648 - 9.5905 -12.2333 -14.3492 -15.8110 -16.5105 -16.3622 -15.3065 -13.3071 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10·3) 
TABLE III•B 
p = 32° 
0.9tr, o.acp 0.7cp 0.6cp 0.5 cp 0.4CI> o.3cp o.2cp 0.1, 0 
rL 0.95455 0.90769 0.85956 0.81030 0.76007 0.70904 0.65735 0.60518 0.55270 0.50000 
rR 0.04545 0.09231 0.14044 0.18970 0.23993 0.29096 0.34265 0.39482 0.44730 0.50000 
O.l,9762 0.39567 0.58793 0.76836 0.93142 1.07212 1.18619 1.27020 1.32161 1.33895 
1 40.3923 32.5383 24.7870 17.3159 10.2888 3.8548 • 1.8582 - 6.7454 -10.7259 -13.7540 
2 33.0907 67.5215 52.4120 37 .9488 24.2648 11.7046 0.5127 - 9.1105 -17.0098 -23.0978 
3 26.2837 53.8251 82.9686 61.8345 41.8844 23.5250 7.1054 
-
.0879 -1.8.8323 -28.0024 
4 19.9924 41.1599 63.9781 88~8983· 63.0927 39.2791 17.8992 - 0.6840 -16.1874 -28.4523 
5 14.2365 29.5652 46.5750 65.8268 87.8236 58.9177 32.8604 10.0813 - 9.0836 -24.4463 
6 9.0339 19.0773 30.8136 44.8954 61.9110 82.3797 51.9425 25.1745 2.4571 -15.9967 
7 4.4009 9.7288 16.7430 26.1695 38.6651 54.8120 75.0860 44.5484 18.3986 - 3.1300 
8 0.3519 1.5490 4.4071 9.7075 18.1~84 30.3896 46.9188 68.1427 38.6913 14.1138 
9 .. 3.0992 - 5.4341 - 6.1515 • 4.4338 0.4618 9.1970 22.3184 40.2477 63.2557 35.6663 
10 - 5.9455 -11.2066 -14.9121 •16.2268 -14.3905 - 8.7249 1.3319 16.2160 36.2129 61.5039 
11 - 8.1756 •lS.7452 -21.8393 -25.6236 -26.3381 -23.3035 -15.9556 - 3.8546 13.2915 35.6663 
12 - 9.7798 ~19.0304 -26.9034 -32.5841 -35.3300 -34.4764 -29.4702 -19.8787 - 5.4111 .14.1138 
13 -10.7571 -21.0560 -30.1007 •37.1030 -41.3589 -42.2341 -39.1997 -31.8406 ·19.87S4 - 3.1300 
14 -11.1031 -21.8249 -31.4171 ..;39 .. 1607 -44.3991 -46.5439 -45.1036 -39.6916 -30.0435 -15.9967 
15 -10.8168 -21.3229 -30.8487 -38.7507 -44.4411 -47.3924 -47.1636 -43.4071 -35.8835 -24.4463 
16 - 9.8991 -19.5554 -28.3972 •35.8745 -41.4848 -44.7770 -45.373·3 -42.9756 -37.3772 -28.4523 
17 - 8.3S21 •16.5280 -24.0101 •30.5408 •35.53.93 -38.7057 -39.7383 -38.3984 -34.5201 -28.0024 
18 - 6.1826 -12.2501 -17 .8811 •22.7664 -26.6233 -29.1976 -30.2761 -29.6899 -27.3210 -23.0978 
19 
- 3.3954 • 6.7350 - 9.8494 -12.5756 -14.7645 -16.2823 -17.0162 •16.8171 -15.8023 -13. 7540 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10·3) 
TABLE IV•B 
CP = 33 ° 
a. o. 9(¥) o. 8(¥) o. 7l'p 0.6q, 0.5(p o.4e 0.3cp 0.2, 0.1, 0 
VL 0.95485 0.90819 0.86018 , 0.81097 0.76074 0.70964 0.65784 0.60552 0.55288 0.50000 
VR 0.04515 0.09181 0.13982 0.18903 0.23926 0.29036 0.34216 0.39448 0.44712 0.50000 
H 0.19009 0.38099 0.56667 0.74119 0.89913 1.03556 1.14626 1.22785 1.27780 1.29464 
1 41.2645 33.2503 25.3260 17.6772 10.4745 3.8738 ... 1.9905 - 7.0080 •11.0934 -14.1985 
2 33.8220 69.0905 53.6979 38.8220 24.7892 11.8967 o.4020 - 9.4841 -17.5974 •23.8460 
3 26.8777 55.1035 85 .0214 63.3645 42.8964 24.0422 7.1695 • 7.4199 -19.4904 -28. 9105 
4 20.4545 42.1592 65.5936 91.2231 64.7363 40.2700 18.2896 - 0.8223 -16.7662 -29.3751 
5 14.5737 30.3007 47.7768 67.5829 90.2363 60.5262 33.7254 10.2868 - 9.4338 -25.2383 
6 9.2548 19.5672 31.6303 46.1215 63.6475 84.7437 53.4256 25.8705 2.4825 -16.5139 
7 4.5155 9.9943 17.2075 26.9101 39.7805 56.4203 77.3251 45.8772 18.9432 - 3.2308 
) 8 0.3716 1.6137 4.5563 10.0124 18.7145 31.3146 48.3525 70.2405 39.8936 14.5670 4 
; 9 - 3.1620 - 5.5439 • 6.2769 - 4.5096 0.5270 9.5190 23.0366 41.5191 65.2468 36.8045 I 
• 10 - 6.0776 -11.4634 -15.2696 -16.6257 -14.7445 - 8.9221 1.4287 16.7625 37.3753 63.4556 
•  11 • 8.3628 -16.1193 -22.3829 -26.2838 -27 .0341 -23.9287 -16.3776 - 3.9221 13.7417 36.8045 
12 -10.0012 -19.4905 •27.5845 -33.4397 -36.2859 -35.4329 -30.3018 -20 .. 4410 - 5.5476 14.5670 
13 •11.0095 -21.5745 -30.8705 -38.0878 -42.4920 -43.4241 -40.3302 -32.7771 -20.4711 - 3.2308 
14 •11.3651 •22.3614 •32.2254 -40.2067 -45.6243 -47.8665 -46.4187 -40.8770 '."'30.9652 -16.5139 
15 •11.0726 •21.8487 -31.6447 -39.1893 -45.6723 -48.7456 -48.5471 -44.7136 -36.9949 -25.2383 
16 -10.1332 -20.0381 •29.1305 -36.8370 -42.6359 -46.0582 -46.7083 -44.2743 •38.5404 -29.3751 
17 • 8.5500 -16.9354 •24.6911 -31.3596 •36.5251 -39.8134 -40.9084 -39.5607 •35.5964 -28.9105 
18 - 6,3281 -12.5512 -18.3411 •23.3753 •27.36()3 -30.0319 -31.1667 -30.5882 •28.1729 •23.8460 
19 - 3.4749 - 6.8998 -10.1016 -12.9105 -15.1718 -16.7461 -17.5155 -17.386-8 •16.2942 -14.1985 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10·3) 
TABLE V•B 
cp = 34° 
~ 0.9cp 0.8(p o. 7cp 0.6cp o.scp 0.4cp O.Jq> o.2cp O.lCI) 0 
Vt 0.95516 0.90871 0.86083 0.81167 o. 76142 0.71025 0.65834 0.60587 0.55306 0.50000 
VR 0.04484 0.09129 0.13917 0.18833 0.23858 0.28975 0.34166 0.39413 0.44694 0.50000 
H 0.18295 0.36712 0.54656 0.71552 0.86864 1.00106 1.10859 1.18790 1.23647 1.25286 
1 42.1023 33.9341 25.8434 18.0215 10.6466 3.8822 
- 2.1307 - 7.2764 .. 11.4648 -14.6454 
2 34.5271 70.6090 54.8855 39.6655 25.2897 12.0705 0.2775 - 9.8676 -18.1920 -24.5985 
3 27.4526 56.3430 87 .0241 64.8561 43.8779 24.5360 7.2162 .. 7.7645 -20.1577 -29.8242 
4 20.9037 43.1297 67.1729 93.5043 66.3456 41.2350 18.6609 - 0.9745 -17.3551 -30.~n43 
5 14.9033 31.0157 48.~543 69.3092 92.6138 62.1085 34.5712 10.4785 - 9.7940 -26.0369 
6 9.4727 20.0437 32.4324 41.3290 65.3604 87.0831 54.8913 26.5542 2.4989 -17.0371 
1 4.6310 10.2523 17.6655 27.6412 40.8817 58.0135 79.5496 47.1960 19.4804 - 3.3366 
8 0.3952 1.6759 4.7055 10.3150 19.2639 32.2317 49.7784 72.3312 41.0906 15.0164 
9 - 3.2183 - 5.6521 - 6.3971 - 4.5819 0.5914 9.8384 23.7519 42.7874 67.2343 37.9398 
10 - 6.2014 -11.7154 -15.6178 -17.0169 -15.0951 - 9.1177 1.5260 17.3084 38.5359 65.4051 
11 
- 8.5403 -16.4864 -22.9143 -26.9329 -27.7235 -24.5497 -16.7972 - 3.9888 14.1904 37.9398 
12 -10.2240 •19.9418 -28.2514 -34.2821 -37.2331 -36.3831 -31.1295 •21.0018 - 5.6856 15.0164· 
13 -11.2509 -22.0791 -31.6249 -39.0581 -43.6150 -44.6066 -41.4562 -33.7119 -21.0687 - 3.3366 
14 -11.6161 -22.8875 -33.0178 -41.2377 -46.8386 -49.1812 -47.7288 -42.0606 -31.8892 -17.0371 
15 -11.3182 •22.3642 -32.4255 -40.8131 -46.8926 -50.0906 -49.9255 -46.01-84 -38.1089 -26.0369 
16 -10.3582 -20.5111 -29.8498 -37.7859 -43.7767 -47.3317 -48.0384 -45.5715 -39.7060 -30.3043 
17 - 8.7395 -17.3346 -25.3000 -32.1667 -37.5019 -40.9142 -42.0742 -40.7214 -36.6749 -29.8242 
18· - 6.4679 -12.8460 -18.7920 -23.9752 -28.0902 -30.8607 •32.0538 -31.4853 -29.0262 -24.5985 
19 
- 3.5513 - 7.0610 -10.3488 -13.2404 -15.5749 -17.2066 -18.0126 -17.8955 -16.7869 -14.6454 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
-3 Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10 ) 
TABLB VI•B 
cp = 35° 
Cl 0.9cp o.8cp 0.7cp 0.6cp o.5cp 0.4, 0.3q, 0.2 cp 0.1. 0 
VL 0.95547 0.90925 0.86150 0.81240 0.76213 0.71089 0.65886 0.60624 0.55325 0.50000 
Va 0.04453 0.09075 0.13850 0.18760 0.23787 0.28911 0.34114 0.39376 0.44675 0.50000 
H 0.17613 0.35389 o.s2143 0.69113 0.83968 0.96830 1.07285 1.15001 1.19728 1.21324 
l 42.9053 34.5914 26.3408 18.3508 10.8087 3.8842 - 2.2747 - 7.5463 -ll .8359 -15.0900 
2 35.2062 72.0807 56.0384 40.4833 25.7737 12.2338 0.1472 -10.2532 •18.7853 -25.3466 
3 28.0093 57.5497 88.9.820 66.3149 44.8392 25.0178 7.2568 - 8.1105 -20.8222 -30.7314 
4 21.3413 44.0795 68.7233 95.7495 67.9339 42.1884 19.0273 • 1.1262 -17.9390 -31.2243 
5 15.2272 31.7206 50.1164 71.0149 94.9718 63.6816 35.4150 10.6735 -10.1465 -26.8236 
6 9.6898 20.5188 33.2305 48.5287 67 .0681 89.4172 56.3588 27.2447 2.5262 -17.5456 
7 4.7497 10.5161 18.1288 28.3749 41.9891 59.6128 81.7804 48.5256 20.0319 - 3.4250 
Cl) 8 0.4254 1.7498 4.8674 10.6286 19.8282 33.1636 51.2189 74.4368 42.3053 15.4857 
fi1 9 - 3.2654 - 5.7441 • 6.4987 - 4.6369 0.6773 10.1791 24.4876 44.0758 69.2422 39.0967 
I 10 - 6.3138 -ll.941S •15.9431 -17.3860 -15.4194 - 9.2877 1.6474 · 17 .8772 39.7187 67.3771 11 - 8.7052 -16.8313 -23.4200 -27.5569 -28.3838 -25.1425 -17.1907 - 4.0315 14.6615 39.0967 
12 -10.4273 -20.3697 -28.8909 -35.0974 -38.1493 -37.3040 -31.9304 -21.5386 - 5.8020 15.4857 
13 -11.4787 •22.5599 -32.3513 -40.0007 -44.7068 -45.7598 •42.5S57 -34.6236 -21.6463 - 3 .. 4250 
14 -11.8537 -23.3903 -33.7829 -42.2415 -48.0227 •S0.4674· -49.0138 -43.2228 -32.7954 -17 _.5456 
15 -11.5511 -22.8579 -33.1804 -41 .. 8113 -48.0846 -Sl.4093 -51.2809 -47.3041 -39.2076 -26.8236 
16 •10.5719 •20.9647 -30.5462 •38.7118 -44.8923 -48.5818 -49.3483 -46.8522 -40.8589 -31.2243 
17 
- 8.9198 •17 .7177 •25.8899 •32.9S4S -38.4577 -41.9957 -43.2233 -41.8688 -37~7434 -30.7314 
18 
- 6.6009 •13.1290 -19.2290 -24.5.610 -28.8048 -31.6753 -32.9287 -32.3726 -29.8726 -25.3466 
19 - 3.6240 -7.2157 -10.5883 -13.5625 -15.9696 -17.6594 -18.5030 -18.3990 ·17.27S8 .. 15.0900 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
-3 -,.,, Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10 ) 
°' 
TABLE VII•B 
q> - 36° 
0.9q) 0.8 q> 0.7~ 0.6q> O.S'P 0.4q> 0.3(f) 0.2c:p O.lq> 0 
L 0.95580 0.90980 0.86219 0.81315 0.76287 0.71155 0.65940 0.60661 0.55345 0.50000 
R 0.04420 0.09020 0.13781 O.l.8685 o.23713 0.28845 0.34060 0.39339 0.1+4655 0.50000 
0.16973 0.34140 0.50939 0.66810 0.81236 0.93739 1.03914 1.11427 . 1.16033 1.17588 
1 43.6688 35.2169 26.8112 18.6586 10.9523 3.8708 - 2.4318 • 7.8272 -12.2161 -15.5422 
2 35.8512 73.4954 57.1429 41.2629 26.2247 12.3698 - 0.0066 -10.6587 -19.3955 •26.1088 
3 28.5366 58.7099 90.8756 67.7238 45.7570 25.4635 7.2660 - 8.4833 -21.5097 -31.6581 
4 21.7538 44.9920 70.2213 97.9368 69.4720 43.1003 19.3574 - 1.3095 .. 18.5504 -32.1683 
5 15.5295 32.3958 51.2360 72.6751 97.2762 65.2104 36.2198 10.8343 -10.5294 -27.6372 
6 9.8885 20.9710 33.9944 49.6932 68.7327 91.7067 57.7866 27.9001 2.5218 -18.0829 
7 4.8528 10.7626 18.5648 29.0817 43.0617 61.1761 83.9728 49.8207 20.5516 ... 3.5430 
8 0.4424 1.8111 S.0080 10.9220 20 .. 3646 34.0660 52.6268 76.5096 43.4889 15.9252 
9 
- 3.3235 - 5.8446 ... 6.6169 - 4.7065 0.7407 10.4955 25.1952 45.3348 71.2203 40.2240 
10 - 6.4355 -12.1855 -16.2809 -17.7652 -15.7619 • 9.4782 1.7439 18.4189 40.8729 69.3196 
11 - 8.8777 -17 .1790 -23.-9347 -28.1873 -29-,,0S85 -25.7524 -17.6064 
- 4.0994 15.1049 40.2240 
12 -10.6367 -20.7980 •29.5365 -35.9161 -39.0771 -38.2392 •32.7511 -22.0989 - 5.9453 15.9252 
13 -11.7112 -23.0394 -33.0814 -40.9444 ·45.8074 -46.9249 -43.6729 -35.5573 -22.2499 .. 3.S430 
14 -12.0950 -23.8906 -34.5497 -43.2445 •49.2132 -51.7633 -50.3143 -44.4051 -33.7261 -18.0829 
15 -11.7867 -23.3483 •33.9356 -42.8074 -49.2810 -52.7355 -52.6494 -48.6074 •40.3286 -27.6372 
16 -10.7873 •21,.4146 -31.2415 -39.6347 -46.0105 -49.8374 -50.6687 -48.1477 -42.0312 -32 .• 1683 
17 
- 9.1010 -18.0971 -26.4781 -33.7391 -39.4146 -43.0806 -44.3802 -43.0278 -38.8275 -31.6581 
18 ... 6.7344 -13.4090 -19.6641 -25.1437 -29.5194 -32.4918 -33.8086 -33.2678 -30.7298 -26.1088 
19 - 3.6967 • 7.3687 -10.8264 -13.8825 -16.3639 -18.1127 -18.9957 -18.9063 -17.7703 ·15.-5422 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
' -3 .... 
Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10 ) .... 
TABLE VIII-B 
q, = 37° 
a 0.9(1) 0.8(1) 0.7tt> 0.6(1) o.sCf> 0.4CI> 0.3<P 0.2c, 0.1 q> 0 
Vi. 0.95614 0.91038 0.86290 0.81392 0.76362 0.71223 0.65995 0.60701 0.55365 0.50000 
VR 0.04386 0.08962 0.13710 0.18608 0.23638 0.28777 0.34005 0.39299 0.44635 0.50000 
H 0.16357 0.32945 0.49213 o.64611 0.78629 0.90793 1.00702 l.08024 1.12515 1.14031 
1 44.3965 35.8146 27.2612 18.9512 11.0856 3.8505 - 2.5925 - 8.1094 -12.5953 -15.9914 
2 36.4703 74.8606 58.2121 42.0166 26.6585 12.4947 - 0.1658 -11.0657 -20.0031 -26.8653 
3 29.0467 59.8354 92.7237 69.0999 46.6540 25.8964 7.2700 - 8.8565 -22.1925 -32.5763 
4 22.1566 45.8824 71.6910 100.0882 70.9885 43.9999 19.6838 - 1.4911 •19.1544 .;33.1006 
5 15.8287 33.0598 52.3419 74.3162 99.5607 66.7296 37.0240 10.9999 -10.9015 -28.4361 
6 10-~0896 21.4211 34.7570 50.8524 70.3926 93.9907 59 .2183 28.5645 2.5319 -18.6021 
7 4.9629 11.0148 19.0097 29.7946 44.1418 62.7460 86.1741 51.1293 21.0897 - 3.6397 
ti) 8 0.4702 1.8842 5.16.54 11.2306 20.9179 34.9844 54.0526 78.6002 44.6946 16.3888 ~ 9 - 3.3679 • 5.9285 - 6.-1118 • 4.7540 0.8282 10.8347 25.9269 46.6173 73.2234 41.3774 
I 10 ;. 6.5412 -12.4028 -16.5908 --18.1174 -16.0753 - 9.6413 1.8685 18.9872 42.0542 71.2891 11 - 9.0327 -17.5037 -24.4183 -28.7873 -29.7009 -26.3322 •17.9919 - 4.1396 15.5756 41.3774 
12 -10.8280 -21.2019 •30.1494 -36.7-026 -39.9707 -39.1428 •33.S410 -22.6316 • 6.0623 16.3888 
13 -ll.9254 -23.4941 -33.7785 -41.8.552· -46.8737 -48.0583 -1+4.7597 -36.4~lf.3 -22.8291 - 3.6397 
14 -12.3186 -24.3666 -35.2843_ -44.2154 -50.3704 -53.0288 -51.5860 -45.5627 -34.6349 -18.6021 
15 ·12.00S7 -23.8159 •34.6607 -43.7733 -50.446.3 -54.0134 -53.9915 -49.8887 -41.4306 -28.4361 
16 -10.9882 -21.8442 •31.9101 -40.5308 -41.1011 •51.0680 -51.9660 -49.4243 -43.1-878 -33.1006 
-17 
- 9.27-03 -18.4597 -27.0441 -31+.5013 -40.3486 -44.1449 -45.5181 -44.17-14 -39~8991 -32.5763 
18 - 6.8591 -13.6766 -20.0830 -25.1100 -30.2172 -33.2930 --34.6747 -34.1519 -31 .• 5783 -26.8653 
19 • 3.7647 - 7 .5148 -11.0558 -14.1936 -16.7489 -18.5576 -19.4809 -19.4076 -18.2601 •15.9914 
1lult1ply reaction coefficients by (:P) 




a. 0.9'¥> o.8cp o. 7 cp 0. 6Cf) o.5cp o.4cp o.3cp o.2cp 0.1 cp 0 
VL 0.95649 0.91097 0.86364 0.81471 o. 76441 o. 71293 0.66052 0.60741 0.55386 0.50000 
Va 0.04351 0.08903 0.13636 0.18529 0.23559 0.28707 0.33948 0.39259 0.44614 0.50000 
H 0.15770 0.31810 0.47572 0.62522 0.76151 0.87995 o.97652 1.04794 1.09176 1.10656 
1 45.0855 36.3800 27.6860 19.2237 11.2033 3.8180 - 2.7630 - 8.3989 -12.9798 -16.4401 
2 37.0589 76.1682 59.2366 42.7348 27.0653 12 .5981 - o.3421 -11.4855 -20.6203 -27.6281 
3 29.5335 60.9152 94.5130 70 .. 4298 47.5162 26.3018 7.2520 - 9.2463 -22.8879 -33.5029 
4 22.5425 46.7375 73.1167 102.1870 72.4660 44.8688 19.9859 - 1.6910 -19.7727 -34.0427 
5 16.1166 33.6974 53.4162 75.9192 101.8051 68.2175 37.8036 11.1471 -11.2883 -29.2451 
6 10.2840 21.8525 35.4984 51.9856 72.0255 96.2452 60.6267 29.2115 2.52ao -19.1312 
7 5.0704 11.2546 19.4420 30.4913 45.2056 64.2968 88.3550 52.4228 21.6154 - 3.7455 
{I) 8 0.4987 1.9504 5.3175 11.5309 21.4632 35.8919 55.4656 80.6790 45.89.00 16.8444 
~ 9 • 3.4089 • .6.0148 - 6.8062 - 4.8033 0.9143 11.1691 26.6.513 47 .8923 75 .2181 42.5236 
I 10 • 6.6414 -12 .. 6190 -16.8958 ~18.466'S -16.3852 - 9.8046 1.9895 19.5508 43.2288 73.2520 11 - 9.1806 -17.8245 -2~.8936 -29~)805 -3().3362 -26.9089 -18.3785 - 4.1828 16.0402 42.5236 
12; -11.0110 •2L5998 -30.7512 -37.4794 -40.8~6 -40.0411 -3~.l301 -213.1661 - 6.18S1 16.8444 
13 -12.1308 -23.9413 -34.4628 -42.7546 -47.9285 -49.1850 -45.8447 -31 .3129 -23.4143 - 3.7455 
14 -12.5331 -24.8343 -36.0054 -45.1739 -51.5153 -54.2866 -52 .. 8551 -46.7215 •35.5500 -19 .1312 
15 -12.2161 -24.2748 -35.3723 -44.7267 ·Sl.5992 ·SS.3233 -55.3306 -51.1708 -42.5388 -29.2451 
16 -11.1812 -22.2655 •32.5661 •41.-4148 -48.1799 -52.2907 -Sl.2601 -so. 7-013 -44.3498 -34~427 
17 • 9.4328' •18.-8150 -27.5992 -lS.2530 -41.2723 -45.2021 -46 .. 652-9 -45.3151 -40.9753 -33.5029 
18 - 6.97S8 -13.9386 •20.4937 -26.2681 -30.9070 -34.0886 -35.5319 -3:S .03S7 -32.4300 --27 .6281 
19 - 3.8299 - 7.6S78 -11.2803 -14.4999 -17.1293 -18.9991 -19.9642 -19.9085 ·18.7S15 -16.4440 
Multiply reaction coefficleuta by (P) 
-3 .... Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10 ) \0 
WLE X•B 
• • 39° 
(l 0.9'f) o.s" 0.1. o.~ o.s. o.~ o. 3cf) 9.2, 9,1,. 0 
'··~-, 
Vt o.9'.S68s 0.91158 0.86440 0.81554 0.76SH 0 .. 113-66 6.66112 0.6'018! o, •. ,;s,40a 0,50000 
'1 0.()4315 0.08842 0.13560 o.18446 tl.234)"9• 0.28634 0.33888 0.39217 o.44S92 Q,~ 
R 0.1,211 0.30724 0.46005' 0.60S29 0.73791 0.85330 0.94749 1.01"720 l.0Sf99 1.0141.'S 
1 4S.1343 ,~.9143 28.0862 19.4769 ll.30S1 3.7738 - 2.9421 - 8,8f41 -13.3685 -16.8988 
2 31.6f49 11.426S 60;2176 43.4193 21.4J.sj 12.6816 - 0.5!33 -il,91·63 -21.1449 '"'21.3947 
3 29.994> 61.9S3S §~.24.S4 71.tt62 48.3441 26,6'820 7 .2153 - 9,6499 ·23.S~8 -·34.4346 
4 i2;9(Jtl~ 41.5630 74.SOU. 104.!366 73.90S3' 4~·.7161 20.2676 -1'.,t060 -20.401! -34.9903 
s 16.!S96 34.31S9 54,4629 77.4888 1&4.0104 69,6tfa9' 38.Si33 11,219$ -11.&849 -JO.OS94 
~ 16.iiffl 22.273.5 36.2'!3S .53.-6983 73.-6331' 98.474S 62.oi,& 29',84'57 2,StS1 .019.6647 
1 s:trl4 11.4914 }'.g .·8614 31.1'783 46i2§S1 65,8338 90,5220 53.7014 22.113471 • 3.1'43 
:, 8 O;St4b z.61!91 ,.4104 11.a,ei 22.oon 36.1940 5'6.8726 &2.1$12 47.EJllS 17.29&J 
I 9 - 3.4so4 .;. 6.0930 .. 6~jjjj • 4,841i 1.6oi8 u .. S04$ 2.1.31J1 49,tti8 11.2112 43,K9S io ~ 6:1'6o ~Z.8t34 -11~fato -i8.M46 -16.lffl -;t,96t8 2,1145 10.1ts9 44,./;039 1S,21~ 11 - 9.3251 -i&.1!'97 •!S.~j6 ·29,9SM •30.96};2 •21.41-64 -1141,,s .i. 4i22ff 1,.,,n 43.t69J ij 
ti ~"i~t893 ~!i.9812 -3i.33'4 ~38.2'89 -41,181 -48.ffff -:ri,ttlO ..;i3.6998 iii/ e.~ t7.294S 
13 .;l2."6f .;;t4.j'69 ;.j§.iia2 •43,635'* -48.91&9 -se,m, ·•46."97 -Jl,i1jj -23,999, • J.b43 
i4 -11:11111 .. zs.28'2 .;;36:1811 .;.46.1131' -,2.64,1 -5'.5'1'1 -54 .. lt.SO .. 47,t,&2 -3~.ffl6 •19-."47 
ts ..;12.UM -i4.ttia -36-iiHSI -4S,66it -12,rn1 -H,toei •:H,1691 .w,2.4492 .... ,.'41i ·30,0St4 
16 ;.ii.36" .;.;z2.1114 .;;3j,M41 -42.1815 ..;49,1u, .:r.j3,t@13 ,;;,4.M.'9 .:!JJ:,97JG •4S.tilf •34_.ffOj 
17 
-
9.$9M ~1,.ts13 •!8jFff7 -35.)898 -42,1'839 0:.46.2417 •41.1804 •4',-4t!f8 -42,ttff ··:54.4J4t 
is 
-
7.dM8 -14.1:910 -ff.632 -16.81:Sl -n;.sj74 •34,8161 ... 36.3956 -i,.ttt2 •l3.il2t •28.ij41 
19 - 3i8938 -1.1,j3 -ii.4th -14.teed -i7 .'944 ... 1t.43to •i0,441tl ~20,;,oao •lt,2433 -1, . ., •• 
ad.tiply r•actlon eo1ffkten1:a by (P) 
1Wltl1tl:, tllOlllelit eeeffleleata by (PR. :K 10·3) 
TABLE XI=B 
ep == 40° 
0.91:P 0. 3i:p 0. 7 cp 0. 6q) 0. 5i.() 0.4i.() o. 3 <:p 0. 2i.() 0 .1 cp 0 
0.95722 0. 9<1.2.20 0.86518 0.81638 0.76604 o. 71441 0.66173 0.60826 0.55431 0.50000 
VR 0.04278 0.08180 0 .13482 0.18362 0.23396 0.28559 0.33827 0.39174 0 .1+4569 0.50000 
H 0.14676 0.29686 0.44510 0.58626 0. 71538 0.82789 0.91981 0.98790 1.02972 1.04385 
l 46.3426 37. 66 2.8.4601 19.7099 11. 3927 3.7176 - 3.1302 - 8.9970 ~13. 7614 -17.3558 
2 38.1387 78.6156 61.1522 44.0685 27.7987 12. 7 41+0 - 0.7401 ~12,3584 • 8769 -29.1655 
3 30.4307 62.9483 97.9169 72. 9568 49 .1381 27.0354 7.1588 -10.0679 ··24. 3070 -35.3715 
4 23.2561 48.3573 75.8401 106. 234-3 75.3069 46.5220 20.5278 ., 2.1365 -21.0398 -35.9437 
5 16.6500 34.9134 55.4773 79.0223 106.1775 71.1090 39.3019 11. 3970 =1.2.0913 -30.8792 
6 10.6444 22.6824 36.9274 54.1883 75.2169 100.6766 63.3897 30.4667 2.4950 -20.2027 
7 5.2687 11. 7236 20.2810 31.8533 47 .2923 67.3550 92.6737 54.9798 22.6480 - 3. 9662 
Cf.) 8 0.5490 2.0906 5.6192 12.1262 22.5399 37.6893 58.2727 84. 8167 48. 2696 17.7511 E-! 
z 9 - 3.4893 - 6.1648 - 6.9791 - 4.8867 1.0934 11.8404 28.0991 50,4378 79.2033 44.8152 ~ 10 - 6.8337 -13 .0173 -17.4753 -19.1336 -16.9825 -10 .1144 2.2425 20.6825 45 .5796 77 .1789 ~ 11 - 9.4631 -18.4234 -25.8030 -30.5242 -31.5730 -28.0358 -19.1328 - 4.2598 16.9726 44.8152 
12 -11.3599 -22.3471 -31.9063 -38.9824 -42.5808 -41.8042 -35.8845 ··24.2233 - 6.4280 17.7511 
13 -12.5220 -24.7840 -35.7786 -44.4981 -49.9918 -51.4010 -47.9883 -39.1773 ··24.5839 - 3. 9662 
14 -12. 9415 -25.7174 -37.3932 -47.0340 -53.7569 -56.7632 -55.3663 -49.0268 -37 .3812 -20.2027 
15 -12. 6162 -25.1426 -36.7423 -46. 577 8 -53.8575 -57.8648 -57.9823 -53. 7237 -44. 7577 -30.8792 
16 -11.5477 -23.0624 -33.8291 -43.1316 -50.2932 -54.7003 -55,8236 -53.2451 -46. 6773 -35.9437 
17 - 9.7413 -19.4871 -28.6677 -36.7123 -43.0814 -47.2853 -48.9009 -47.5934 -43.1309 -35.3715 
18 
-
7.2057 -14.4340 -21.2833 -27.3512 -32.2573 -35.6557 -37.2477 -36.7961 -34.1356 -29.1655 
19 - 3.9533 - 7.9277 -11.7118 -15.0939 -17.8734 -19.8683 -20.9209 -20.9058 -19.7352 -17.3558 
Multiply reaction coefficients by (P) 
-3 co Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10 ) l-' 
TABLE XII-B 
cp - 41° 
a. 0.9CI) 0.8. 0.7. 0.6. 0.5. 0.4CI) 0.3CI) 0.2 cp O.lCf) 0 
VL 0.95760 0.91285 0.86599 0.81726 0.76690 0.71518 0.66236 0.60870 0.55454 0.50000 
Va 0.04240 0.08715 0.13401 0.18274 0.23310 0.28482 0.33764 o.39130 0.44546 0.50000 
H 0 .. 14162 0.28690 0.43074 o.s6802 0.69379 0 .. 80355 0.89332 ,o.95987 1.00076 1.01458 
1 46.9102 37.8864 28.8100 19.9248 11.4661 3.6520 - 3.3245 - 9.3026 -14.1553 ·17 .8116 
2 38.6310 79.7526 62.0445 44.6861 28.1288 12.7909 - 0.9569 -12.8057 -22.5102 -29.9337 
3 30.8435 63.8995 99.5333 74.1573 49.9028 27.3699 7.0907 •10.4913 -25.0219 •36.3044 
4 23.5875 49.1202 77.1419 108.1874 76.6768 47.3145 20.7769 • 2.3714 -21.6775 •36 .• 8910 
5 16.9003 35.4905 56.4696 80.5290 108.3136 72.5226 40.0318 11.5126 -12.4942 -31.6905 
6 10.8160 23.0800 37.6222 55.2662 76.7855 102.8651 64.7569 31.0897 2.4810 -20.7295 
7 5.3659 11.9523 20.6961 32.5284 48.3272 68.8757 94.8255 56.2594 23.1716 - 4.0642 
8 0.5777 2.1644 5.7780 12.4319 23.0843 38.5942 59.6823 86.8932 49.4715 18.2203 
9 
- 3.5214 • 6.2284 - 7.0475 - 4.9092 1.2003 12.1930 28.8389 51.7265 81.2123 45.9791 
10 - 6.9182 -13.1989 -17.7393 -19.4396 •17.2S.S4 -10.2447 2.3914 21.2692 46.7744 79.1619 
11 -- 9.S901 •18.7010 -26.2264 -31.0626 •32.1599 -28.5696 -19.4837 - 4.2750 17 .4589 4-S.9791 
12 -11.5184 -22.69.58 -32.4491 •39.6965 •43.4086 -42.6530 -36.6332 -24 .. 7279 - 6.5301 18.2203 
13 -12.7008 •25.118S •36.3998 -45.3306 -S0.9866 ·52.47S0 •49.0313 -40.0561 -25..1510 • 4 .. 0642 
14 -13.1281 •26.1320 -38.0504 -47.9247 -54.8408 •S1.9619 -56.5938 -50.1175 -38.2816 -20.1295 
lS. -12.1000 -2s.ssos •37.3922 -41.4658 •S4.9514 -S9.1037 -59.2820 •54.9803 -45.8545 -31.-6905 
16 -11.n63 •23.4373 -34.4288 •43.9S60 -s1.311, •55.8764 -S7.0820 -54.lt998 -47 .-8309 -36.8910 
17 -- 9.8832 -19.8033. '!"29.17S1 -31.4134 •43.9590 -48.3026 -SO.-OOS3 -48.7185 -44.1009 -36."3044 
1, 
- 7 .3100 -14.-6669 •21.6583 •27.8715 •32.9122 -36.4211 -38.0880 -37.6659 -34.9828 -29.9337 
19 • 4.0100 • 8.0545 -11.:. 91-66 -15 .. 3790 •18.2342 -20.2928 -n.3910 -21.3986 -20.2240 -17 .8116 
Multiply Teaction coefficients by (P) 
. . -3 




a. 0.9t'P o.sq, 0.7 et> 0.6. o.s• 0.4 cp 0.3. o.2cp O.l cp 0 
VL 0.95799 0.91352 0.86682 0.81816 o. 76779 0.71598 0.66300 0.60916 0.55478 0.50000 
VR 0.04201 0.08648 0.13318 0.18184 0.23221 0.28402 0.33700 0.39084 0.44522 0.50000 
H 0.13668 0.27736 0.41701 o.55057 0.67316 0.78030 0.86802 0.93311 0.97312 0.98665 
1 47.4362 38.3222 29.1323 20.1175 11.5222 3.5726 - 3.5295 ... 9.6164 ·14.5550 -18.2710 
2 39.0906 80.8287 62.8879 45.2649 28.4288 12.8137 -11.9253 -13.2675 -23.1539 -30.7088 
3 31.2316 64.8035 101.0855 75.3072 50.6289 27.6738 6.9983 -10.9335 -25.7504 -37.2464 
4 23.9014 49.8481 78.3955 110.0830 78.0034 48.0729 20.9991 - 2.5271 -22.3306 -37.8488 
5 17.1394 36.0429 57.4275 81.9941 110.4053 73.9015 40.7345 11.6072 -12.9129 -32.5128 
6 10.9818 23.4620 38.2941 56.3160 78.3242 105.0208 66.0986 31.6929 2.4522 -21.2670 
7 5.4617 12.1731 21.0982 33.1865 49.3439 70.3753 96.9552 57.5220 23.6821 - 4.1718 
U) 8 0.6089 2.2366 5.9320 12.7298 23.6201 39.4871 61.0783 88.9560 50.6628 18.6810 I 9 - 3.5479 - 6.2883 • 7.1142 .. 4.9322 1.3061 12.5407 29.S713 53.0067 83.2130 47 .1358 10 - 6.9946 -13.3728 -17.9965 -19.7405 -17.5239 -10.3749 2.5372 21.8507 47.9630 81.1380 11 - 9.7073 -18.9676 -26.6391 •31.5916 -32.7382 -29.0994 -19.8347 - 4.2936 17.9396 47.13S8 
12 -11.6657 -23.0313 -32.9781 -40.3981 -44.2249 ·43.49S2 -37.3802 -2S .. 234S - 6.6375 18.6810 
13 •12.B677 -25.5590 -31.0056 -46.1485 -st.9678 -53.5407 -50-.0712 -40.9365 -25.723.9 • 4.1718 
14 -13.3041 -26.sn6 -38.6912 -48.7999 -55.9101 -S9 .. 1633 -57.8174 •51.2894 -39.1879 --21.2670 
15 -12.9725 •25 .. 9438 -38.0259 -48.3381 -56.0307 -60.3329 -60.5772 -56.2378 -46.9572 -32.5128 
16 -11.8746 -23.7987 •35.0133 •44.7vS6 -52.3289 -57.0430 -58.3359 -55.7550 -48.9899 -37.8488 
17 -10.0165 •20.1078 -29.6696 -38.1016 -44.-8245 -49.3115 •51.1054 -49.8436 -45.2753 -37.2464 
18 - 7.4080 -14.8911 -22.0234 -28.3818 •33.5579 -37.1799 -38.9246 -38.5353 -35.8332 -30.7088 
19 - 4.0632 - 8.1765- •12.1158 -15.6585 •18.SB96 -20.7132 •21.8589 -21.8910 -20.7144 •18.2710 
Multiply reaction coefficient-a by (P) 
-3 Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 10 } 
TABLE XIV·B 
cp ill:: 43° 
a. 0.9. 0.8fP o. 7 cp · 0.6C, 0.5, 0.4 «P 0.3«P o.2cp 0.1 (p 0 
' 
VL 0.95839 0.91420 0.86768 0.81909 0.76870 0.71680 0.66367 0.60963 0.55502 0.50000 
Va 0.04161 0.08580 0.13232 0.18091 0.23130 0,28320 0.33633 0.39037 0.44498 0.50000 
R 0.13193 0.26818 0.40380 0.53380 0.65336 0.75799 0.84377 0.90746 0.94664 0.95989 
1 47.9195 38.7247 29.4285 20.2905 11.5632 3.4823 - 3.7422 - 9.9352 -14.9572 -18. 7306 
2 39.5164 81.8456 63.6853 45.8094 28.7029 12.8181 - 1.4411 •13.7375 -23.8015 •31.4839 
3 31.5939 65.6637 102.5775 76.4131 51.3224 27.9547 6.8903 -11.3854 -26.4833 -38.1879 
4 24.1964 50.5457 79.6067 111.9294 79.2944 48.8070 21.2052 • 2.8923 •22.9874 -38.8051 
s 17.3656 36.5768 58.3583 83.4283 112.4615 75.2575 41.4229 11.6940 -13.3334 -33.3318 
6 11.1401 23.8355 38.9519 57.3500 79.8438 107.1574 67 .42'"97 32.2915 2.4242 -21.7990 
7 S.5548 12.3937 21.4970 33.8413 50.3548 71.8691 99.0790 58.7841 24.196-S - 4.2715 
8 0.6412 2.3157 6.0916 13.0345 24.1604 40.3844 62.4781 91.0228 51.8617 19.1520 
9 - 3.5702 - 6.3356 - 7 .1682 • 4.9404 1.4245 12.9007 30.3145 54.2969 85.2242 48.3044 
10 - 7 .0643 -13.5297 •18.2355 -20.02os •17.7737 -10.4873 2.6984 22.4456 49.1643 83.1270 
11 - 9.8158 -19.2141 -27.0296 •32.09SS •33.2937 •29.6079 -20.1676 - 4.2.969 18.4336 48.3044 
12 -11.8031 -23.3446 •33.4823 -41.on,a •45.0156 •44.3138 -38.1073 -25.7253 • 6.7.322 19.1520 
13 -13.0240 -25.9162 •37.5851 -46.9373 -52.9223 -54.5819 -51.0908 •41.8013 •26.2853 - 4.2715 
14 -13.4686 •26.9082 -39.3058 -49.6460 •56.9528 -60.3345 -59.0213 •52.4068 -40.0844 •21.7990 
15 -13.l34S -26.3151 -38.6345 -49.1-828 •S1 .-084.5 •61.S391 •61.,.8S41 •57.4821 -48.0Sl.7 -33.3318 
16 -12.0234 -24.1403 .. 35,5752 -45.5502 •53,3166 •S8.1890 •S9.S733 -56.9987 •S0.1424 •38.8051 
17 -10.1417 •20.3959 -30.1449 -38.1687 •45.6704 -so.3030 •S2.1918 -50.9593 -46.3447 -3-8.1879 
18 - 7.5000 -15.1031 -22.3743 -28.8765 -34.1890 •37.92S6 -39. 7S10 -39.397-8 •36.6800 -31.4839 
19 - 4.1130 - 8.2917 -12.3071 •15.9293 -18.9369 ·•21.1264 •22.3210 -22.3795 -21.2021 ~18.7306 
Multiply reactton coefficients by (P) 
. -3 Cl Multiply moment qoefficienta by (PR x 10 ) ., 
TABLE XV-B 
ep•44° 
(S O.Mt 0.8, o.1cp 0.6cp o.s, 0.4. 0.3. 0.2•· 0.1. 0 
Vi. 0.95880 0.91490 0.86856 0.82004 0.76963 0.71764 0.66436 0.61012 0.55528 . 0.50000 
Va 0.04120 n .. 08510 0.13144 0.17996 0.23037 0.28236 0.33564 o.38988 0.44472 0.50000 
H 0.12739 0.25937 0.39114 0.51774 0.63439 0.73664 0.82055 0.88292 0.92130 0.934a0 
1 48.3578 39.0909 29.6956 20.4401 11.5855 3.3774 - 3.9662 •10.2624 -15.3653 -19.1940 
2 39.90S0 82.7973 64.4311 46.3128 28.9441 12.7969 - 1.7095 -14.2224 -24.4600 -32.2659 
3 31.9257 66.4722 104.-0017 77.4655 51.9733 28.2028 6.7569 -11.8567 -27.2303 -39.1388 
4 24.4671 51.2036 80.7665 113·.7147 80.5375 49.5045 21.3831 - 3.1791 ·-23."6600 -39.7720 
5 17.5731 37 .0813 59.2519 84.8180 114.4682 76.5762 42.-0829 11.7591 -13.7702 -34.1620 
6 11~2844 24.1888 39.5848 58.3535 81.3289 109.2586 68.7342 32.8700 2.3810 •22.3417 
7 S.6379 12.6018 21.8809 34.4772 51.3432 73.3398 101.1800 60.0290 24.6982 - 4.3809 
~ 8 o.6670 2.3888 6.2448 13.3299 24.6882 41.2683 63.8639 93.0761 53.0499 19.6147 
a 9 • 3.5959 - 6.3837 - 7.2215 • 4.9503 1.5382 13.2545 31.0504 55.5791 87.2272 49.4658 
I 10 • 7.1349 •13.6f~O -18.4683 •20.2962 -18.0224 -10.6003 2.8568. 23.0360 S0.3S95 85.1095 11 • 9.9231 •19.4S35 -27.4096 •32.S903 •33.8436 -30.1130 -20.4999 . • 4.3028 18.9223 49.4658 
12 -11.9378 ~23.6483 •33.9729 -41.7332 -45.7974 -45.1261 •38.8318 •26.2i14 • 6.8320 19 .. 6147 
13 -13.1764 -26.2619 -38.1492 •47.7114 •S3.8655 -55.6149 •52.1065 -42.6668 -26.8521 - 4.3809 
14 -13.6285 •27~2725 -39.9039 -so.4762 -57.9828 -61.4962 -60.2204 -53 .. 5244 -40.-9865 ·22.3417 
lS -13.2915 -26.6741 -39.2267 -50.0114 -S8.1253 •62.7355 •63.l2S8 •S8.7264 -49.1519 -34.1620 
16 -12.1673 -24.4703 -36.1.216 -46.3196 -54.2919 •S9.32S3 -60.8055 -58.2422 •51.3001. -39.7720 
17 -10.2626 •20.6739 •30.6069 -39.4226 -46.5053 •Sl.2858 •S3.2732 -52.0744 -47 .4185 -39.l,388 
18 • 7.5885 ~15.3075 -22.7151 -29.3611 -34.8114 •38.6644 -40 .. 5732 -40.2596 •37.S298 -32.2659 
19 • 4.1-609 - 8.4026 -12.4927 -16.1943 -19.2791 -21.5355 •22.7806 -22.8673 -21.6926 -19.1940 
Multiply reaction coefficients by<,> 
•3 llsltiply 1ROll4at -coefflcienta by (Pa -x 10 ·) 
TABLE XVI-B 
cp = 45° 
:x. 0.9tP· o.s, 0.1, 0.6. o.5 tP 0.4"tP 0.3. 0.2 cp O.ltP 0 
{. L 0.95923 0.91563 0.86946 0.82102 0.77060 0.71851 0.66507 0.61062 0.55554 0.50000 
' 
R 0.04077 0.08437 0.13054 0.17898 0.22940 0.28149 0.33493 0.38938 0.44446 0.50000 
i 0.12299 0.25090 0.37896 0.50230 0.61617 o. 71614 o. 7982.9 0.85939 0.89701 0.90976 
1 48.7527 39.4214 29.9340 20.5669 11.5904 3.2586 • 4.2009 -10.5974 -15.7787 -19.6601 
2 40.2601 83.6852 65'.1260 46.7761 29.1549 12.7516 • 1.9963 -14.7209 -25.1276 -33~0530 
3 32.2331 67.2320 105.3590 78.4659 52.5855 28.4203 6.6001 -12.3452 -27.9891 -/.0.0962 
4 24.7213 51.8258 81.8769 115.4410 81~J7J:74 50.1682 21.5355 - 3.4847 -24.3456 -40.7464 
5 17.7710 37.5617 60.1112 86.1664 116.4312 77.8613 42. 7'176 11.8058 -14.2195 -34.9994 
6 11.4251 24.5277 40.1960 59.3307 82.7863 111.3287 70.0160 33.4321 2.3267 -22.8907 
7 s.1221 12.8041 22.2542 35.0991 52.3173 74.7925 103.2623 61.2608 25.1910 - 4.4949 
8 0.6989 2.4631 6.3964 13.6213 25.2122 42.1444 65.2406 95.1204 54.2325 20.0745 
9 • 3.6120 • 6.4246 - 7.2692 - 4.9560 1.6563 13.6085 31-. 7840 56.8582 89.2272 50.6256 
10 - 7.1933 -13.8247 -18.681)8 -20.5615 -18.2603 -10.7075 3.0178 23.6268 51.5539 87.0910 
11 -10.0163 -19 .. 6779 •27.7740 -33.0702 -34.3781 -30.6082 -20.8265 - 4.3061 19.4110 50.6256 
12 -12.0571 -23.9346 -34.4448 -42.3760 -46.5606 -45.9257 -39.5484 -26.7058 
- 6.9318 20.0745 
13 -13.3129 -26.5890 -38.6926 -48.4651 -54.7883 -56.6335 -53.1131 --43.5281 -27.4196 - 4.4949 
14 -1J.n21 -27.6177 -40.4807 --51.2852 -58.9919 -62.6429 -61.4100 -54.6380 -41.8900 -22.8907 
lS -13.4336 -27 .0146 •39.7981 -50 .• 8191 -59.1455 -63.9169 -64.3880 ,,;.59.9669 -50.2539 -34.9994 
16 -12.2979 -24.7833 •36.6489 -47.0696 -55.2481 •60.4477 -62.0287 •59 .. 4821 -52.4597 -40.7464 
17 -10.3724 -20-.9376 -31.0S26 ... 40 .. 0599 -47.3238 -52.2565 -54.3467 -SJ.1864 -48.4939 -40.0962 
18 
- 7.6690 -15.5012 -23.0436 -29.8331 -35~4214 -39.3939 •41.3893 -41.1187 -38.3809 -33.0530 
19 - 4.2044 • 8.5077 -12.6715 -16.4523 •19.6143 •21 .. 9392 ... 23.2365 -23.3534 ·-22.1829 -19.6601 
Mul-tl_ply reaction coefficients by (P) 
-3 Multiply moment coefficients by (PR x 18 ) 
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